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PROCEEDINGS
MR. GRAY:

We will resume.

MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, I have two questions I

would like to ask.
MR. GRAY:

I suggest you proceed.

Whereupon,
LUIS WALTER ALVAREZ
the witness on the stand at the time of taking the recess
resumed the stand and testified further as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION (Cont.)
BY MR. ROOB:
Q

Dr. Alvarez, your diary showed, and you testified

that you talked to various individuals about your plan and the
plans of others for the development of the thermonuclear
weapon in early October 1949, is that right?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

At that time these individuals were enthusiastic

for going ahead with it, is that right?
A

That was my very strong impression.

Q

To your knowledge, were those conversations in

advance of any talks that these people had with Dr. Oppenheimer?
A

I think that is so, sir.

the case of Dr. Serber.

I am sure it is so in

I am quite sure in the case of Drs.

DuB:ridge and Bacher, and also in the case of Dr. Rabi.
Q

Subsequently these people changed their views, is

\
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that right?
A

Quite drastically, yesr

Q

Did you learn at .• that time whether in the interim

they had talked to Dr. Oppenheimer?

A

I am sure that in the interim they talked with Dr.

Oppenheimer, because the interim extends until now.
MR. ROBB:

That is all I care to ask on direct, Mr.

MR. GRAY:

Mr. Silverman.

Chairman.

CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

Self evidently these people have talked to a lot of

other people?
A

That is absolutely right.

Q

Dr. Alvarez, when you came east with Dr. Lawrence

in the trip of which you kept a diary, am I correct in my
understanding that the specific thing you were trying to
promote for want of a better word, or push, was a reactor pile
that would produce excess neutrons?
A

That :is right, sir.

Q

Did the Commission thereafter build or cause to be

built a reactor to produce excess neutrons?
A

There are some reactors of that general class now

under construction at Savannah River, yes.
Q

Is that Savannah River reactor not in operation at all?
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A

I don't know.

what I read in the paper.
been turned on.

I have no knowledge·of this except
I believe, however, they have not

That is my impressbn.

This can be checked

easily.
Q

Do you know whether the reactor at savannah River

was based largely on Mr. Zinn's design?
A

I haven't really any idea, sir.

I would assume that

his advice was taken, but I believe that the reactors were
designed by the engineers of the duPont company, and the only
consultant that I know of personally employed by them was Dr.
John Wheeler, who was their consultant on the Hanford Pile
designed during the war.

I think it was pretty much of a

company design job, rather than an AEC design.
Q

Do you know designs for reactors to produce excess

neutrons were fairly well along in October of 1949?
A

The files of the AEC were bulging with designs

for reactorF;

this is just the point that I made.

There were

designs by the gallon, but no piles.
Q

Do you know whether the Savannah River pile more

n early followed the designs that Mr. Zinn had participated
in making, and he was enthusiastic about than the Chalk River
pile or something based on it?
A

My impression is that Mr. Zinn believed strongly

that the ·. piles of the future to give excess neutrons should
be enriched uranium piles of the type now in operation at ARCOr
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Idaho.

Zinn has believed strongly in the small enriched piles

as against the Savannah River design, which is along the broad
general lines of the Canadian pile.
Q

You think the Savannah River pile is along the

broad general lines of the Canadian pile?
A

I

have never seen its design, but it is a heavy

water moderated pile, using natural uranium, which is
certainly what the Canadian pile is, and very definitely
different from the many designs which Dr. Zinn bad to do with
and eventually bas constructed.
Q

Are you aware that the GAC did in fact recommend

going ahead with the Savannah River project?
A

Oh, yes, 1 am quite aware of that.

I would be

interested in the date Wien that project was supported.
Q

You don't know the date?

A

I don't know the date.

I know, hewever, it was after

the Presidential directive, of course.
r

Do you know that the GAC had been recommending a

production facility that would produce excess neutrons for
well over a year before the President's directive?
A

I

knew that everyone was in favor of piles but

nonetheless no piles got built.
o

The GAC was an advisorycommittee.

A

Yes, it was.

Q

And it advised that such piles be built?
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A

I have never seen their recommendation, sir, so I

don't know, but being in .favor of piles is like bei·ng against
sin.

I thi_nk everyone is for piles, but nonetheless none got

bull t.
Q

But it was not the GAC's job to build them.

A

That is true, yes.

Q

Do you know what the Savannah River pile cost?

A

I would guess it was in

t~e

neighborhood of one and

a half million dollars, just from what I see in the newspapers.
Q

Amwho built the pile?

A

The du?ont company.

Q

Do you think that the Atomic Energy Commission was

perhaps justified in entrusting the buildi?V of a billion
and

a half dollar project to the duPont company rather than

to your group?
A

Oh, absolutely.

They had tremendous competence in

the field, and we had no competence whatsoever in pile design.
The only tling we had to off er to the Commission was the
ability to build things rapidly in the scientific field.
This was a

demonstrated capacity of the Radiation Laboratory.

Q

The duPont company had that capacity, too?

A

Yes, to an even greater wxtent than we did, obviously.

Q

And the duPont company had experience in building

piles?
A

Yes, sir.
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Q

And you didn't?

A

That is right.

ma.de there.

The right decision was certainly

The duPont company was certainly better equipped

to build piles than we were.
O

There is no question about that.

Are you sure that the development of the Savannah

River project was not carried at Argonne under Zinn?
A

I have no knowledge of this, but looking at the

pile in the broad sense, I would say it doesn't look like a
Zinn pile, and the way that an architect would look at a
building and say this was not designed by such and such an
architect.
0

It would surprise you to learn that that development

was carried out at Argonne under Zinn?
A

It would not surprise me particularly.

I 'WOUld

guess that it was .not a development of Zinn, but rather of
·~··

.

duPont.
Q·

·This is purely a guess.
That would be purely a guess.
I would like now to turn to the discussions in

the Panel -- I think perhaps yaJ called it the Panel on Long
Range Planning, sonething like that.
A

I believe that was the official name.

Q

I believe you called it that.

I am not sure.

It may have been referred to at other times as the Military
Objectives Committee.
A

Perhaps it was.
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Q

In December 1950, you referred to a statement by

Dr. Oppenhei•r somewhat to the effect that we all agree

e.

that the hydrogen bomb program should be stopped.

If we did

this and recommended it, it would cause too much disruption at
Los Alamos.
A

That is right.

Q

And let it go on and the project would die when the

Greenhouse tests failed, as Dr. Oppenhei•r expected them to.
Is that substantially correct?
A

That is substantially the way I remember it, yes.

Q

I would like

you to turn to the first part of that

statement that we all agree that the hydrogen bomb program
should be stopped.

I want to ask you whet.her it is possible
',.
that what Dr. Oppenheimer said was that "We all agree that
the" hydrogen bomb program does not look very hopefu 1 now. ''
A

Bo, I am quite sure.I remember it the other way.

It was such a startling statement to me that it is indelibly
in my mind.

I dm't think I could be mistaken on that.

Q

You of course were a representative of the ether view?

A

That is right.

Q

And when Dr. Oppenheimer said that ''We all agree

that the hydrogen bomb program should be stopped", did you as
a member of the pane 1 say, "We don't all agree; I don't.''
A

I didn't interrupt him until he finished his

statement at the end of which time, as he pointed out, he said
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he was not going to stop it, and I pointed out since he said
he was not going to stop it, there seemed to be no point in
arguing about it.
<'

Butyou did not correct him and way ''We do not all

agree.''
A

No.

I am sure from what I have said inthis hearing

you waild know that I did not agree.
Q

It is sometimes necessary on cross examination to

emphasize points.
A

Very well, sir.

Had he stopped his statement with

that first sentence, I am sure that I would have dissemaed
vigorously.
Q

Was it the fact that everybody there agreed that

at that time the hydrogen bomb program did not look very
hopeful?
A

I don't know whether everyone did agree on that.

~

Did you think at that time that the hydrogen bomb

program did not look very hopeful?
A

I thought it looked exceedingly hopeful.

Again I

can only see it through the eyes of people like Bdward Teller,
who have the technical competence, who know the details of the
program:.

I am not a theoretical physicist.

All I can do is

base my judgment on people in whom I have great scientific
trust.
Q

Wasn't everybody pretty depressed in December 1950?
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A
was not

No.

I certainly didn't sense that at all, but I

Los Alamos.

~t

very badly.

I did not know that things were going

'Perhaps they were, I don't know.

I was not aware

of the fact that people were depressed.
Q

And you had not heard from other people working on

the project in December of 1950 that things didn't look so good?
A

I had heard that the requirements for tritium bad

temporarily taken a turn towards larger quantities being
required.

But I had seen the requirements goq> and down and

up and down on many occasions, and this did not disturb me at
all.
Q

temporary

You bad not heard at the time that this was a
tur~,that

it turned out to be temporary?

A

I really couldn't say positively one way or the other.

r

Did the others at the meeting agree thatthe hydrogen

bomb program did not look hopeful?
A

I can't recall.

I do know that Dr. Lauritsen

apparently had strong reasons, probably mne of a moral nature
for not wanting the hydrogen bomb.

I do know that Dr.

Lauritsen's closest associate, Or. William Fowler, had been
giving lectures on the radio against the hydrogen bomb.

I

was in Pasadena staying with Dr. Bacher one night when I was
giving a lecture at Cal Tech, ami at a dinner party that night
all. I beard was stories about why you should not have hydrogen
bombs, and tl:efact that the members of the staff at Cal Tech
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were giving public lectures and talking on the radio against
the hydrogen bomb.

I thought Dr. Lauritsen wanted no part

of the hydrogen bomb.
MR. GRAY:

In what period of time was this?

THE WI'l'NESS:

This was at the time of the panel at

the end of 1950.
BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

Before crafter the Panel, would you say?

A

During that general period.

I could not pinpoint

the date precisely.
Q

Did Dr. Lauritsen express 8J1 views at this panel

meeting as to either whether the hydrogen bomb program should
be stopped or as to its feasibility?
A

I discussed the program with him on a number of

occasions and I always got the impression that he thought that
the small weapons program and the hydrogen
exclusive·

bom~

were mutually

The country could not do both of them at the sane

time; since he had

stro~

reasons for desiring a small weapons

program, he felt that the hydrogen bomb pro)II"am should not go
ahead.
Q

Did the report the panel filed say that the small

weapons program and the hydrogen bomb program were mutually
exclusive?
A

Not in exactly those words, but it certainly pointed

out tbatthe hydrogen bomb program was taking manpower al
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effort of the Los Alamos

Laboratory away from the small weapons

program and the panel recommended that it not do so in the
future.
Q

And you signed that report?

A

I signed the report, and as I have said, I am sorry

I signed it.
Q

Do you•call whether Dr. Lauritsen at the panel

said anything about the outlook for feasibility of the hydrogen
banb?
A

Whether Dr. Lauritsen said that it was feasible or

not feasible would have made no impression on me, because Dr.
Lauritsen like myself waa not entitled to scientific opinion.
Neither he nor I have enough knowledge in this field to form
an opinion ourselves.
Q

And you do not recall whether he said anything about it?

A

No, but had he said so, it would hire made no

impression on me.
Q

Did Dr. Bacher say anything about what the outlook

was at the panel for the feasibility of the hydrogen bomb
program?
A

Again, I can't recall for the same reason.

Dr.

Bacher was not entitled to an opinion, nor am I.
O

Did Admira 1 Parsons express a view on that subject?

A

I think Admiral Parsons stayed very neutral throughout

the whole thing.

Re was a good naval officer, and I don't
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think that he was trying to inject his own personality into
this thing.
Q

Did Genera 1 McCormack express a view?

A

I don't believe so.

Q

So tba t when Dr. Oppenheimer said, ·•we all agree",

I don't know.

they all just sat?
A

Yes.

No one commented on this at all.

That is to

the best of my recollection.
Q

I understand you are testifying from your

recollection, sir ..
I think you said that Dr.

Oppenheime~

indicated

that he thought that the Greenhouse tests would fail.
A

Yes.

Q

Just what does that mean?

A

That no thermonuclear reaction would take place in

the Greenhouse test explosive dev:ic e.

In order for a

thermonuclear reaction to take place, very high temperatures
must be reached, as you know.

I think that Dr. Oppenheimer

felt that those high temperatures would not be reached, if you
can permit me to read his mind.
Q

I would rather you tell us what he said.

A

I have already told you what he said.
MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, everybody else is reading

Dr . Oppenheimer's mind •
MR. GRAY: The Chair will
parade of witnesses

S1¥i'

that there has been a

here who testified on their

i~timate
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knowledge of Dr. Oppenheimer, and that they would know
exactly what his reaction would be in any particular situation.
I do not thinkthis witness shouldbe denied an opportunity to
make his own guess about what Dr. Oppenheimer might think.
MR. SILVERMAN:
I

I do not wish to cut a witness off.

would point out between opinion evidence testimony as to a

man's character and evidence as to what a man was thinking about
a scientific project.

MR. GRAY:

I will ask you, Mr. Silverman, if you have

not asked witnesses in this proceeding what did Dr. Oppenheimer
think about so and so.
MR. SILVERMAN:

I would certainly not be prepared to

say -MR. GRAY:

Would it surprise you to learn

~hat

you have asked such a question?
THE WITNESS:

Could I be allowed to say what I

was going to say in a different way?

I testl.fied that Dr.

Oppenheimer made a certain statement, that he thought the
thing would fail.

There are only two possibilities that the

thing should fail, as far as I can see.
misfired.

One is that the device

When the button was pressed, nothing happened.

Certainly the atomic bomb primer of the device would work.
We have great experience in this line.

After that fired,

then the temperature of the reactants would rise.

If they

rose high enough, I doubt if you could find a scientist in the
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world who would not agree that the thermonuclear reaction
would take place.

It is taking place in the sun all the tine.

Therefore, when Dr. Oppenheimer said that the thing would fail,
it could mean to me only one thing, na•ly, that be thought
the temperature would notrise high enough.

'l'bat is why I

said I thought I could read his mind.

BY MR. SLVERMAN:
Let me suggest this to you, and see whether it doe

Q

not refresh your recollection as to what Dr. Oppenlieimer

s

did say, if he said it; that he thoughtthat the Greenhouse
tests wouldn't fail,but fail or not, they would not be
particularly relevant to deciding the question of the feasibility
of the Super?
A

I am quite sure that he didn't say that.

Q

In fact, the Greenhouse test •id not fail, is that

not right?
A

That is right.

Q

In fact, did they demonstrate the feasibility of the

Super?

A

You are asking me a question in a field in v.ltdlI

have no sufficient competence to answer.

All I can say is

that everyone connected with the Greenhouse tests was elated
at the outcome of the Greenhouse tests.

I believe that the

success of the Greeahouse tests led to the successful tests at
Ivy.
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Q

Did Dr • Oppe nbeimer say that he thought the

Greenhouse tests were not directly relevant to the determination
of the feasibility of the classical super, but that it was
far along and people at Los Alamos bad their hearts so much
in it that it ought to be allowed to continue; otherwise it
wobld disrupt things too much and discourage them?

A

I testified what I remember Dr. Oppenheimer to say,

and I don't see much point in the question, sir.
Q

You ultimateJy signed the report.

A

Yes.

0

And there is a

part of it that you have regretted

signing?
A

The thing that I regret is that the report was used

to slow down the hydrogen bomb program. The statements having
to do with the h)1d"ogen bomb come in the last three paragraphs,
save f<rone rather trivial one.
Q

Did Dr. Oppenheimer use the report to slow down the

Hydrogen bomb program?
A

I don·' t know who used the report.

I have had

Edward Teller tell me, as I said yesterday, that the report
was used to slow down the program.
Q

This being a matter where Dr. Oppenheimer personally

is very seriously concerned, it becomes a •tter cl. considerable
importance as to whether Dr. Oppenheimer used it.
A

Dr. Oppenheimer wrote the report, I am sure.

Dr.
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Oppenheimer ordered the statements presumably in the order
of the importance he attached to them, and the super was more
or less damned by faint praise.
Q

Did everybody go over the report?

A

On the last day of the meeting with everybody with

an airplane ticket in his pocket, one goes over a report and
if there is not something that is obviously terribly wrong,

one signs it.
Q

There were changes made in the report?

A

Of

Q

You suggested some?

A

I can't recall whether I did.

r

It was a pretty serious matter, this report, obviously.

A

You see, this was the point that I was not sure of.

a rather trivial nature.

It is possible that I

did.

I did not know that this report was anything more than a
document to go into the files to be looked .at in two or three
years, so that one could see in what direction the pogram
should be then oriented.

I bad no idea of the fact that this

report was to affect immediate policy.
long range objective panel.

It was a so-called

I thought of it as something that

would be pulled out of a file in a couple of years, someone
would look at it and say, ''We11, perhaps we ought to get into
some of these things that are in this long range panel report."
r

Wasn't this report prepared in the light of a

\

\
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possibility of our being involved in all out war in the near
future?
A

I understood the panel to be called to review tho

long range objectives of the military weapons program as it
had been reviewed

in

the past.

I believe this was the second

or perhaps the third meeting of such a panel.
Q

This panel was meeting just after the Chinese

intervention in Korea, wasn't it?
A

When you state that I am sure that ym have checked

the dates.

It would take me some time to be sure of that.

Certainly the Korean war was on at the time.
Q

Did you consider the small weapons program a long

range thing?
A

No.

I thought the small weapons program was a

rather simple program to develop compared to the program of
developing the implosion weapon in the first place, or
developing the hydrogen bomb.

The principles of making small

weapons were wel.l known.

It seemed to lie mainly what we

call a hardware program.

One takes designs which are theoretic-

ally good and one builds the small weapons.

No fundamental

research so far as I know bad to be done to implament this
program.

This is one of the

reasons why I thought it should

not interfere with the hydrogen bomb program.

It took a

different type of man to do the work.
,.

Q

The small weapons
program was one of the major things
\
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discussed in this report.
A

That is right.

Q

And since it was aainly a hardware problem, it was

not very much of a long range thing, was it?
A

It was in the zero to two year period , which was

one of the two periods which the program was concerned with.
Q

Would you consider zero to two years long range?

A

I ·believe that our directives were to consider long

range programs in three stages, zero to two years, which was
called the short range program; two to five years, called
the intermediate program, and beyond that, the long range
program.
Q

As to tile zero to two years part, that was not a

matter that was going to be long range looked at after some
years?
A
Tba t

No, but I was not setting the agenda of this meeting.

was in Dr. Oppenheimer's hands, and he spent most

of.

the time or a good part of the time talking on this phase.
That was not my ding, sir.
r

I think you said Dr. Oppenheimer invited you as the

representative of the opposite view.
A

He said as much.

As I said, I admired him for doing

Q

And yai considered yourself the representative of

that.

the opposite view?

A

I think that is true, yes.

Q

And that was the opposite view on the hydrogen bomb?

A

That is right.

Q

As the representative of the opposite view a1 the

hydrogen bomb, weren't you perhaps more interested in what
was said in the report about the hydrogen bomb than anything
else?
A

I was only interested in seeing that the

bomb program was not stopped.
that time on the rails.
fabricated

r:~·drogen

The hydrogen bomb prc3ram was at

The Greenhome device was being

people were working ha.rd to build the itmtrumenta tion

to tell whether the thermonuclear reaction took place. I thought
the hydrogen bomb program at that time was in very eood r.:bape.
The only thing that could have happened was that it be stopped.
It could not have been speeded up tremendously at that point.

r

Surely that was not the only thing that you were

interested in the report in relation to the bydrogo:1 bomb -that it should not be stopped?
A

After I heard Dr. Oppenheimer's statement that

was my main interest, yes.
Q

Didn't you read with particular care the portions

of the report that referred to the hydrogen bomb?
A

I thought I did, but as I pointed out, one who is

not trained in the legal ways of reading documents would
not have found this thing to be a document which would slow

down the hydrogen bomb program.
Q

It turned out to be that.

Was Dr. Oppenheimer a man trained in the lcGal ways

of reading documents?
A

I would certainly say that Dr. Oppenpeimer is

one of the most skilled document writers that I have over
run across.
r

That is slightly different from being

ti·~di;cd

in the

legal way of reading and. writing documents.
A

If he is trained or not, I say he has the

t~!dll.

I don't say this in a derogatory sense.
MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, these questions a.re c;c:tting

a bit frivolous.
MR. SILVERMAN:
them.

There is nothing frivolous

~bcut

Here is a man that signed the report and didn't

t:r.:ow

what was in it, although he was the representative of the
opposite camp on that precise point.
MR. GRAY:
BY

Q

~m.

Mr. Silverman will proceed.

SILVERMAN:

As the representative of the opposite camp, did you

not read -- I withdraw that.
Was it lawyers who were reading the document

~nd

misreading it?
A

I really don't kna.v.

Someone in the Atomic Energy

Commission read the document and apparently tried to reorient
the progra:n at Los Alamos to the detriment of the hydrogen
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bonb program.
is

This I have been told

by

Edward Teller.

That

only source of information on this point.

my

Q

Dr. Alvarez, would it be fair to say that the

document that you signed was a document which fairly
represented the views of the committee,

that

after~ards

ym

were i11formed that it was misused, and tla t you thereafte1•
regre.tted that you had signed it?
MR. ROBB:

Could I have that question read back?

(Question read by the reporter.)
THE WITNESS:

I would say this, sir, that the main

emphasis of the document was on the small weapons, and this
represented the opinions of most of the members of the committee.
As I sa:lq I was essentially neutral on this point.
strong feelings one way or the other.

I had no

I appreciated the fact

that s1nall weapons were useful things ••

BY MR. SILVERMZN:
C'

You have not regretted the part about the small

weaf>ons?
A

I have certainly not regretted the part about building

small weapons.

I 181e regretted the part that recommendations

apparently were interpreted to mean that the small weapons
had a higher priority than tee hydrogen bomb, and therefore
were to be allowed to interfere with the hydrogen bomb.
is

my

That

objectit>n to the report.
Q

Wb~n

you read the report at the time, did it seem

to reflect ·the views of the panel, including yourself'?
A

As I said, I didn't appreciate this fine point in

tbe empbasii;.

I signed the thing and therefore I

a;~rocd.

My

name is· signed to tbe thing.
Q

Are you sure that your present disagreement with

the report isntt the result cf a
A

l

change of mind on your part?

an completely convinced of that.

I have re-read

the re9ort and knowing now w!iat happened at Los Alnnos, ! can
se~,

wby it ha'ppened, and I can see that I was not careful

f'j11ough to guard against this possibility.
Q

That is wha ·t I am sugges ti~ to you, that it is

.

what happened afterwa.rds that made you regret signing the
repat;that when you read the report, it did seem to you
to reflect the views of the panel.
A

It is quite clear to me that my regrets come from

the fact that the-report was used this way, and it was used
this way because of the lack of vigilance on my part to see
that the report
I

d~d

not act adversely to the hydrogen bol'lh

thought in view cf Dr. Oppenheimer's statements th.:'lt things

were under control.
Q

You feel you fell down on the job as the rcpresenta-

tive of the opposite camp?
A

That is right, and I am reminded of a recent case

that has been much in the papers -MR. SILVERMAN:

lfe have been

stopped --
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MR. RCJ3B:

Wait a minute.

I think he has a right

to explain the answer.
MR. SILVERMAN:

MR. GRAY:

Mr. McCloy was stopped.

He later testified on the point that I

stopped it on.
MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. GRAY:

He never gave the example.

Yes be did.

MR. SI LVER'MAN:
THE WITNESS:

All right.
I said we have a recent example of a

man more skilled than I in the political field who thought
after having a meeting with another gentleman that he had his
points across, he felt very happy about it, he signed the
document and went out of the room saying, "I have won my
point··, and he took a terrible beating in the press.
that I was in the sane position.
points across.

I find

I thought I had gotten my

I signed the document which I thought fairly

reflected the views which I heard expressed in the meeting.
I found out later that I had been had, if you don't mind my
using that expression.

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

Now, you testified to a statement by Dr. Bush.

I

think you said it was two or three months after the GAC
meeting -- a couple of months or so.
A

No, I didn't testify in that way.

I testified that

it was at the week that Dr. Bush's article was reprinted in

2'131

Life Magazine.
Q

Yes, I remember you said that.

You saic1 that would

give you the date within a day or two.
A

That isright.

Q

And I thought you said .you thought it was a

couple of months -MR. ROOB:
what it was.

That was my question.

I thoueht that is

I was trying to bring him down to the data.

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

Have you since checked the date of that?

A

No, I lwen't.

As a matter of fact, I have ncvar

even asked whether such a meeting took place.

I hnve never

checked with the Atomic Energy Commission or anyone else to
find out that such a meeting took place.
Q

What meeting?

A

The mee-:ting to evaluate the effects of the bomb.

I am going completely on my memory there.
Q

Did I understand you said that Dr. Bush said that

the reason he was Chairman -- the reason the President had
named him as Chairman was that the President didn't trust Dr.
Oppenb6imer?
A

Tba twas

the reason that he said he thought he had

been named Chairman.

I rather doubt that the President 1dd

him that he didn't trust Dr. Oppenheimer.

Dr. Bush's construction.

I think this was

2','82

Q

Have you heard since that that panel was not named

by the President but by the Air Force?
A

sir.

I have never heard a single word about this panel,

As I said, I refreshed my memory on the long range

objective panel.

I re-read the report.

at all anything to do with this.

I have nevc1' checked

As a matter of fact, I bad

forgotten this thing until recently.

I did not mention it

to the gentlemen who questioned me in Berkeley some

n~ontbs

ago.

Q

You mean Mr. Robb?

A

Yes.

Q

How long ago were you questioned at Berkeley?

A

It was probably in Fehr uary or Mardi •

Q

You gathered, you said , tba t Dr. Bush -- I with.draw

that.
Dr. Bush said that he understood the reason that he,
Dr. Bush, had been named Chairman and not Dr. Oppenheimer was

that he, Dr.Bush, thought that the President didn't trust Dr.
Oppenheimer?
MR. ROBB:

Wait a minute.

I don't think tho

~~ness

so testified.
MR. GRAY:

I think that is correct.

That was not

the witness' testimony.
MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. ROBB:

I thought the witness just said tlla t.

No, he said be thought that.

MR. SILVERMAN:

I thmght that is what I said.

MR. GRAY:

No, yaJ said that be understood.

The witness testified that he did not have any reason to

believe the President bad told Dr. Bush that, that he thought
that Dr. Bush said that because he, Dr. Bush, thought it.

Is that correct?
THE WITNESS:

I pointed out the fact that D:r.. Bush

was trying to justify to himself his chairmanship of tllis

committee.

He pointed out bis own limitations and said

essentially, "Why have I been chosen?
Oppenheimer?

He

Why wasn't i t Dr.

is the logical man. ''

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

This was a pretty important committee.

A

I think it was a very important committee.

Q

The President was about to make a momentous

announcement.
A

That is right.

Q

And he wanted to be Sll'e he was advised by poo9le he

trusted.
A

That is right.

Q

Didn't you say to Dr. Bush, ''Look, if the P1 esident
1

doesn't trust Dr. Oppenheimer, why does he name him to the
committee at al"?
A

As I pointed out

~

you, this wastbe first ·time

I bad ever beard Dr. Oppenheimer's trustworthiness

Until that lime. I had always thought that Dr.

challon~ed.

Oppenheime1~
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was the most loyal person, the most wonderful man.
of my scintific heroes.

Ho is one

I had never bad my reasmto believe

that Dr. Oppenheimer would not do anything tbat was not right.
Q

In any event you did not say to Dr. Bush r1rw did

the President appoint him at all if he didn't trust him, and

Dr. Bush didn't say why.
A

No, this question didn't come up.
MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. GRAY:

That is all.

Thank you.

Dr. Alvarez, for the purposes of the

record, references have been ma.de in the direct and cross
examination to the panel on which you served, and there han
been considerable discussion.
this point.

I would like 1x>get clear on

Would the correct title of this committee have

been, as you recall it, Panel on Military Objectives in the
Field of Atomic Energy?
THE WITNESS:

I am not trying to confuse you.

That is possible.

I believe it is

always referred to as the Long Range Objective Pane 1.

The

precise title I am not clear on, sir.
(Discussion off the record.)

MR. SILVERMAN:

Mr. Chairman, perhaps if it is

helpful, may I point this out:

There was a panel on long

range objectives in 1948 of whidlDr. Alvarez was not a member,
and which I assume is perhaps what you_.e looking at.

There

ls a panel in 1950, Research and Development Board, Committee

on Atomic Energy, Ad Hoc PaJll on Military Objectives in the

Field of Atomic Energy, from Noverrber 21, 1950, to Sanuary 30,
1951, of which Dr. Oppenheimer was Chairman, and of
Alvarez was a member, and which is the panel I

·~1hich

assun-c~

Dr.

Dr.

Alvarez was testifying about.
THE WITNESS:

I believe this is the reason tl;c panel

I served on was referred to as the Long Range Objec '.:.!..vcs Panel,

because we considered it to be a continuation of tho first
panel.

At least during that discusiion, Dr. Oppenhc:i.m.el' read

to us the report cf the first panel, and led m to bcl:tcvo
that we were the second such panel to be installed.
MR. GRAY:

Thank you.

I

think that idont:i.f ics fm...

me and I hope for the record which panel we are tal!:ing about.

MR. SILVERMAN:

Mr. Chairman, while we arc

on this

subject of panels, and the biography, I find a slight
correction that has to be made in the biography with l'espcct
to one of the panels thathas been tes1lf1ed about here.
MR. GRAY:

Bas it been testified about by this

witness?

MR. SILVERMAN:

Yes, sir.

It was the Panel on the

Soviet Explosions in 1949 • of whidl Dr. Bush was Ch:.1 i:~'LiZ\n.
this biography Admiral Parsons is mentioned as chairmnn.

In

You

recall that Dr. Oppenheimer testified that this was gotten
up by his secretary, and the biography names Admiral Parsons
as a chairman.
Chairnan.

That is an error.

It was Dr. Bush who was

It is the Department of the Air Force AFOAT-1
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Advisory Panel to General Hoyt Vandenberg, Review Panel
on the Soviet Explosions, September, 1949.

MR. GRAY:

Now, Dr. Alvarez, is it quite clear to

you that you signed this report rather than subscribed to it?

THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

I certainly signed it, yes, sir.

I believe we have had testimo1ly from one

member of that panel who was not quite clear as to whother
the report was signed by the membership or not, bu:t ycu are
clear on that point?
I can't remember the physical ac.t of

THE WITNESS:

signing it.
MR. GRAY:

You have seen the document recently'?

THE WITNESS:

MR. GRAY:

I have seen the document.

And your name is on it?
I have seen my name typewritten on the

mm WITNESS:

document.

I

believe that I signed it, and I certainly should

have signed it.

Whether I went through the physical act or

not, I don't recall.

I mean I would have signed i ·i;.

The only

reason for, not signing it would have been that I had to catch
an airplane before the final draft was in or sae thing of that
sort.
MR. GRAY:

Has

this report or any portions of it been

in the record??
MR. RCJ3B:

No, sir, I c:ba't think so.

MR. SILVERMAN:

Bas it?

It is a classified report, or am I
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wrong?

MR. ROLANDE&:

To clarify the signature, Dr.

Alvarez saw a copy of the report wh:ld:l is in the po:sr;cG:sion
of the AEC.

Be did not see the original which would have

had signatures.

In fact. signatures did appear.

yi'ha rcc·:>1•d

that Dr. Alvarez saw was an official copy.
I understand tba t, and I

MR. GRAY:

th~:·.::

he c.!t::.nno-;;

remember whether he signed so we still don't know vI:ethm. . it
was a signed document on the basis of testimony bofo:.·o th:Ls
Board.
I would certainly not try to got out nf

THE WITNESS:

my responsibility by saying that I perhaps bad not

MR. GRAY:

This is not

my

sirr~ad

it.

purpose, Dr. Alvarez.

I am trying to get it clear in my mind whether this ·.1:.is tho L:l:nd
0

of a report that each of the members signed, or whetbor 1:.e
members more or less left it to the Chairman to wri::e the
report saying that tb.ey subscribed to his summary of it.
Excuse me.

THE WITNESS:

now how the signatures took place.

I believe that I do rec.all
I

believe the f innl

document was typed up after I had left Washington, and that
it was brought tane
Energy Commission.

to sign by a courier of the Atomic
I

have this remembrance of it on one

occasion having signed a report of a committee in this fashion.
Perhaps this happened this time.
MR. SILVERMAN:

Mr.

Chairman, my

recolle~tio'l.1

js

that Mr. Robb examined Dr. Kelly, I think, about the same
document and perhaps if Mr. Robb has a copy, be can tell it.
I

don't know.

This was done in a classified seesim1.

MR. ROBB:

I don't have a pbotostat, Ml'. Chail·man.

If that is the report I examined Dr. Kelly about, l bad only
an excerpt.
THE WITNESS:

Sir,

my

memory is now·complcto.

do remember bow I signed this report.

I

It was brought by

courier to Pasadena, and I went down and signed it in
the office of Dr. Lauritsen together with Dr. Bacher.

Tbe

three of us signed it in Pasadena.
MR. GRAY:

I think thatanswers the question.

Dr. Alvarez, what was

the period of your service a.-1;

Los Alamos?
THE WITNESS:

I believe, sir, that I arr.ived there

in April of 1944,and left in apPDximately·Kovember of 1945.

MR. GRAY:

My next question is one which has not

been the subject of testimony at all, by you here this morning,
so it is somethiQK new to you.

First of all, do you remember

when the news about the Fuchs treachery took place, or I mean
came to you?

THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, I do.

Do you remember approximately when that

was?
THE WITNESS:

I think it would take me sonelittle

while to find in my memory exactly when that took pJncc.
MR. GRAY:

Let me see if I can help you

MR. ROLANDER:

011

that.

It was approximtely February 1950,

when the first news cam to the AEC.
MR. GRAY:

When the news first came to the AEC?

MR. ROLANDER:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, from the investigative chnn.nels.

Can you remember under what circmr.stances

you first heard about it?
TBE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

I read it in the paper, sir.

You never heard any intimation before

that about this?
THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

Did you know Fuchs?

THE WITNESS:
passed in Los Alamos.

Absolutely none.

I nodded to him in the balls when
I had no scientific business

He was a very retiring person.
for fairly obvious reasons.

,.,i th

Tie

him.

He didn't want to r.i..a!to fricndr:::

I understand that when there

were parties at Los Alamos, he would take care of the children
of the people who went to the JB.rties so he had an excuse not
to go.

Be was not a particularly social person.

·1 had no

reason to know him scientifically, and I certainly never got
to know him socially.
the halls.

That is
MR. GRAY:

I recognized him and nodded to him in
my owly recollection of him, sir.

Have you ever heard it intina ted that

these facts about Fuchs were known to anybody in the scientif:lc
community in this country before the public announcement and

2"1,_;o

the events immediately leading up to the public ar:nouncanent?
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

I had never heard any such allegation.

Do you have any questions, Dr. Evn.ns?

DR. EVANS:

I have some questions, yes"

Dr. Alvarez, you have been asked a good mnuy

questions and been sitting on that chair 'IUite a time, and the
main thing that we have gotten mt of you is tba t

~~ou

have

tried to show that Dr. Oppenheimer was opposed to the
development of the Super weapon,,is that true?
THE WITNESS:

I believe this has been known

a

fo:;.~

long time, and I think I just have given some corroborat:i.vo
testimony in this regard.
DR. EVANS:

What does this mean in your mind -- ar7''-

thing'?
THE WITNESS:

By itself it means absolutely nothing

because I have many other friends in the scientific world
who feel precisely this way.

The point I was trying to bring

out was that every time I have found a person who folt this
way, I have seen Dr. Oppenheimer's influence on that person's
mind.

I don't think there is anything wrong with this.

I

would certainly try to persuade people of my point of view,
and Dr. Oppenheimer is quie free and should try to persuade
people of his convictions.

I just point out the facts as I

see them, that this reaction bas always taken place in the
people that I know who have been opposed to the bomb.
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DR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS:

DR. EVANS:

It doesn't mean that he was disloyal?
Absolutely not, sir.
Might 1 t mean that he had morn.l ncruplos

about the development of the atomic bomb?
THE WITNESS:

expressed them to me.

I bav e heard that he bas.

I told you the one occasion

l!e has never
on

which

Dr. Oppenheimer expressed1D me his reasons for not wnnting to
build the hydrogen bomb, and it had nothing to do with morals,
in the usual sense.
DR. EVANS:

You tllink it might have been peculiar

for him to have moral scruples after he had been so nct:lvo
in developing the atomic bomb?
THE WITNESS:

I have never bad any mora 1 scruples

about having worked on the atomic bomb, because I felt that
the atomic bomb saved countless lives, both JapaneGc nnd
American.

Had the wargone on for another week, I am su:re

that the fire raids on the Japanese cities would have killed
more people than were killed in the atomic banbs.

I am also

quite convinced that the atomic bomb stopped the invasion of
Japan, and therefore saved well over 100,000 American lives.
I believe there are estina.tes of up to a half million.
DR. EVANS:

Don't we always have moral scruples

when a new weapon is produced?
'IBE WJTNESS:

DR. EVANS:

Tba t is a q ues ti on I can 't answor , sir .

After the Battle of Ila.stings, a lit-Be

before my time -MR. SILVERMAN:
DR. EVANS:

Would ym give the time, sir?
cannot give the time, but it was

I

before I was born.
MR. SILVERMAN:

DR. EVANS:

That is 1066, sir.

There was great talk about ostracising

the long bow, because it was so stroig that it could fire an
arrow with such force, it occasionally pierced armor and
killed a man.

They felt they ought to outlaw it.

When the Kentucky rifle came in, it was so deadly
that they talked of getting rid of it.

When we had poison gas,

I made a lot of lectures about it; that it was terrible.

So

we have had that after every new weapon that has been
developed.
THE

WITNESS:

DR. EVANS:

Yes, I recognize that.
This opposition fha t Dr. Oppenheimer

had might we have been jealous that so.meone else was becoming
prominent in this field, rather than himself?
THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

I

don't think so, no.

You don't think so?
No.
Do you think that Dr. Oppenheime1· had

considerable power with men like Conant, Bush and Groves?
THE WITNESS:

I don't think power is the right uord.

Dr. Oppenheimer is certainly one of the most persuasive men

that has ever lived, and he certainly had influence.

They

respected his opinions and listened to him.
DR. EVANS:

Looking by hindsight, do you think he

showed good judgment in the fact that he opposed th is bomb
in the light of present conditions?

THE WITNESS:
judgment.

I think he showed exceedingly poor

I toldhim so the first t i • he told me bu vms

opposed to it.

I have continued to think so.

The thing which

I thought at that time was the overpowering reason for
buildingthe hydrogen bomb was that if we did not do it, some
day we might wake up and read headlines and see pictm.·es of
an explosion such as we saw a month or so ago, only thin
would be done off the coast of Siberia.

I felt sure i.:ha t

this would be one of the most disastrous

thi~s

possibly happen to this country.

tnat could

I thought we must not let

this happen.

DR. EVANS:

His opposition to it, might it mean

that he feared the spending of a large sum of money and the
using of time on a project that would not work and might thus
endanger the security of our country by not going ahead with n
project that we knew would work?
THE WITNESS:

Ithink he has expressed an opinion

somewhat as you just stated it.
DR. EVANS:

You see, Dr. Alvarez, as a member of

this Board, I am trying to get something about what is in your

mind and what is in Dr. Oppenheimer's mind.
THE lVITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

Yes, sir.
We have a recommendation to

we have to do the best we can.

THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

ma!~e

and

You understand that.

I do, sir.
That i-1

You mentioned Professor Serber.

the same Professor Serber that had these left wing ·:;cndoncies
or do you know anything about that?
THE WITNESS:

I know nothing of that personally.

have no personal knowledge of it.
told

-Y other

I

I have read and I have been

people that this might be so.

DR. EVANS:

Were there a number of other t>Cn in the

country that could have built the A bomb?
THE WITNESS:

I am sure that there are.

I don't want

in any way to minimize Dr. Oppenheimer's contribution, because
to

my

way of thiriting he did a truly outstanding job at Los

Alamos.

I think he was one of the greatest directors of a

military program that this country has ever seen.

I

stand in

awe of the job he did at Los Alamos.
DR. EVANS:
THE

You spoke of Dr. Bush.

WITNESS:

DR. EVANS:

Yes.
Possibly having made a statement

-- I

forget what your statement was -- but this is the question I
want to ask you.

Did Dr. Bush somesimes make statements that

are not quite accurate?

Do you know anything about that?
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THE WITNESS:

I really could not say.

I lmve

great admiration for Dr. Bush as a scientist and as

a

scientific administrator, and I like him as a man.
DR. EVANS:
MR. GRAY:

That is all I have.

Mr. Robb.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Dr. Alvarez, Mr. Si 1verman asked you soti:c qucm tions

about the relative competency of you and your group and the
duPont company to build reactors.

I would like to ask. you, s l.r ,

were you intending to suggest in any way that you

1':01·0

to be

compared with the duPont company?
A

No, that is ridiculous.

Q

Would you care who built the reactors, as

lon~

ns

they were built?
A

Of course not.

build reactors.

As a matter of fact, I

didd~'want

I disliked the idea of build.ng reactors.

I suggested that we build reactors only because I folt the
country needed them and we could be of help.
Q

And if the goverment had employed the duPont

company to come and build them out near San Francisco, yot•
would have been very happy?
A

It would have made no difference where the duPont

company built them.

I am sure the duPont company ·would not

have asked me for any advice, because I have no spec:lal

to
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competence in that field.
Q

Your point was that we ought ·to get going on the

hydrogen bomb.
A

That is right.

r

Whoever did it •

A

That is right.

Q

You testified as other did that Dr. Oppe:'.:heJ.mcn.• did

a splendid job at Los Alamos.

Did it strike you as peculiar

that one who had done such a splendid job at Los A!:-'.mos
could entertain opinions which you considered so wrcmg in
respect of the hydrogen bomb.
A

I was very surprised when I found tha. t he h:1d t?1ese

opinions, since he had used the Super as the primary incontivc
to get me to join the Manhattan District in the first place.
He had spent almost a sdlid afternoon telling me about tl1e
exciting possibilities of the Super, and asked me to join and
help, with the building of such a device.

So I was therefore

very surprised when I found he had these objections.

You

will note in my diary that I bad no hint of this until
essentially the last nntry.
Q

To use a homely simile, did it strike you as

peculiar that such a wonderful batter as Dr. Oppenheimer
should suddenly begin striking outthe way he did?
A

It certaiily struck me as pecuJar.

Q

One further quest ion, Doctor.

Have ym had any

hesitation in answering questions here or in any way
restricted your testmony in answer to any question put to you
because of the presence here of Dr. Oppenheimer and his counsel?
A

No.

I must confess that it is a little hard for

personal reasons to say some of the things that I lrn.vo said,
but I have said them anyway.
MR. ROBB:

Thank you.

MR. GRAY:

Mr. Silverman.
RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
<'

Did it strike you as peculiar that Dr.

Bo.c:~ci·

hnd

these views about the hydrogen bomb?
A

It did, as a matter of fact, yes.

O

Dr. Lauritsen?

A

Yes.

r

Dr. Conant?

A

No, not in the case af Dr. Conant for a reason wl1ich

I will mention now.

o

If you think it will be helpful.

A

I think it will, yes.

I can remember an occasion

a few months before the Russian explosion when Dr. Lu.wrcncc,
Dr. Conant and I were driving •rom Berkeley to San Francisco.
Q

Which explosion is this?

A

The first one.

controversy, in 1949.

The one that led 1x> the hyct:. . ogon bomb

Q

You mean the Soviet.

A

The first Soviet operation Joe.

Dr. Lawrence

·w~ln

trying to get a reaction from Dr • Conant on the pos::::.bili ty
of radiological warfare and Dr. Conant said he
interested.

wasn'~

He didn't want to be bothered with it.

I have

the strong recollection that Dr. Conant said sometlli.LC;; to the
effect that he was getting too old and too tired to tic
advisor on affairs of this sort.

Be said, "l did

r~1y

~n

job during

the war'' and intimated that he was burned out, and !··;e cculd
not get any enthusiasm for new projects.

So when D::. Ccnant

disapproved of the hydrogen bomb, I interpreted it in the
light of that conversation.
DR. EVANS:
field at all.

Dr. Conant was not an authority in thn.t

He is an organic chemist, isn't that true?

Dr. Conant shoed to me a rcr.ia.rknble

THE WI'mESS:

degree of knowledge about the details of nuclear physics
and the cons tru:tion of b'ombs m the two occasions I tn.lked
with him at Los Alamos.

I was almost overwhelmed by the

detailed knowledge he had on all fields.

So although he was

trained as an organic chemist, he certainly got to know a lot
of weapon technology.
DR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS:

He had been briefed up very well.
Yes.

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

You say Dr. DuBridge worked on the atom bomb, had

he not?

A

No, he had not.

Q

Dr • Fermi had , of

A

Yes.

Q

Were you surprised that he was against

<X>

urs •

g<~::.nc;

n.hcnd

with the hydrogen bomb and did that strike you as peculiar?
A

I never knew that Dr • Fer mi was •

I kne\-: D7: . Fa1·mi

worked quite hard at Los Alamos for two summers sinec trio
Presidential announcement.

Q

Didn't you know that he was one of the tren'.:crs of

the General Advisory Committee?
A

I knew he was, and I heared that he was one of tYm

men who signed an appendix to the report

expressinr~ ".':~er;;,;

somewhat different from those of the majority group 3..od by
Dr. Oppenheimer.

Q

Did you know whether the extent to which t>.:;:;:-c

was that difference that perhaps they were even more opposed
to the hydrogen bomb than the others?
A
that

I had not read the report, and I was led to believe

Dr. Fermi did not have suchstrong objections.

wrong on this.

! may be

That was my impression.

Q

How did Dr. Rabi feel?

A

He was a consul ta.nt to Los Alamos.

Had he worked on tho atoni

bomb?
He wouJ.<l f!ome

on~:

occasionally from his job as assistant director of the Rndar
Laboratory and talk with people about problems.
"

Did it strike yu.i as peculiar that he was opposed to

going ahead witl the hydrogen bomb?
A

As I stated earlier, I wa surprised thn ·: he changed

his mind so drastically after talkig with Dr. Oppenheimer.
I was not at all surprised by bis initial reaction, v1!'.ic!1 wns

one of enthusiasm.
r

And you have no way of knowing who else

~hose

poo!')lc

consulted?
A

No.
MR.

SILVERMAN:

MR. ROBB:
MR. GRAY:

Thank you.

That is all.
Tlmk you very much, Doo tor.
(Witness excused.)

MR. GRAY:

Let me say for the record that in

recognition of the fact that Mr. Mitcbell,and I

wa:Jt

him to

be present when we discuss the request for documen·ts which
has been earlier referred to, inasmuch as he was involvcd 1
and in view of the fact that we at this point are between
witnesses, I would like 1D return to the discussion which
was had -- whatever day it was

and allow Mr. Ga::::·rj.son to

make his request at this time.
MR. GARRISON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If I m:lght

just recapitulate for a moment to explain the natuTe of the .

.

request, I previously referred to the fact that bac '.: in the
middle of February, I asked for the minutes and documents
relating to the question d. the clearance of Dr. Oppcnhoimor by
the AEC .in 1947, and that I was thereafter informed in
General Nichols' letter of February 19, 1954, and in a
conversation with Mr. Mitchell over the telephone

·"··

Mitchell!; letter of February 19, 1954, and in convc:;;·:::;:1tion with
him over the telephone -- that the only information t;!a t
could be supplied to us would be in the form of a EC;t::.pulation
which has already been read into the record, and whic;J. in
substance contained the first half, but not the last

~alf

of .the sentence in the minutes which finally were su:1p!icd to
us the other day in General Nichols' memorandum to ycu.
I also would note that in the course of Mr..
Lilienthal's cross examination relevant documents to this
whole matter were declassified by the government on the
and put into evidence.

I think there v1ere four that

~

Y!Gre

ot
put

in in that fashion, and then two more at our request that
followed that.

Tm testimony
I think,

was left in a somewhat uncertn,l:n state 1

and I don't want now to argue its significance,

except to say that in my own view the second half of the
sentence from the Commission's minutes would indicate to me
quite clearly that the Commission, as such, examined further
reports, and had taken them into account, and had reached tho
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view that they contained no information which would ·.:n.r.·z·ani;
reconsideration of a clearance which apparently took pJ.nce in
February 1947, which apparently had been reopened

n result

U8

of the Hoover letter of March.
MR. GRAY:

I am going to interrupt, Mr.

Ga11.~r:l.son.

I do not wish at this time to discuss the import of
I have repeatedly indicated you will be given an
to address yourself to that.

r:dnu tor>.

c~ipm·tnnity

I would like now for you to

confine yourself to the request.
MR. GARRISON:

Yes.

Mr. Chairman, to put it 1n

non-technical terms, what I would like to ask the Board to
request of the Commission that we have a statement in· ac much
detail as classifica:i.on will permit of the items of
derogatory information which were contained in the f ilos
that went to the members of the Commission.

Those files arc

referred to in Mr. Jones' memaaandum to Mr. Bellesly.

I

think it is there stated that every member of the Ccr:imission
received these particular files or reports except

tw~J

memoranda which were summaries -- I am doing this from memory
which Mr. Jones referred to in his memoramum.

I should

think it would not be a difficult matter for the Commission
to look at those reports that we know from the record did go
to the Board members -- I mean to the Commission members -and to ask in as much detail as can properly be given here a
desc~iption

of what the derogatory items consisted of so

that we may more clearly determine what was before

;~L:)

Board -- I mean before the Commission.
I don't want to make a great thing out of this.

I

am not going to argue to this Board that the action ,,:'ilich
the Commission took in 1947 was in any way conclusive or
binding upon this Board at all.
argument.

I don't want to maI':o such an

I do say it is quite relevant to considc:.;· -rJ::ut

those five men who knew Dr. Oppenheimer and went ti1::eur;;11 the
report thought and believed at that time.
I think,Mr. Chairman, you raised the

when

que~.:;~·i;:m

I started to make this request before as to whethe;,• we
ought not to make the request directly of the Commisnion.
should do it any way that you wish, but I do think
reading ot

~he

:f:~:

I

crn the

rules, it seems to me, sir, that it is

appropriate'and indicated that the Board itself should ask
for relevant information.

I would refer to section 4.15(e)

which says that the Board will ask the individual ABC
representatives and other witnesses any questions cnlculated
to obtain the fullest possible disclosure of relevant and
material facts.
Then there is another one, (g), the Board will adrni t
in evidence this and that and so forth, and then it says,
''Every reasonable effort will be made to obtain the best
evidence reasonably available."
"(j)

The Board shall endeavor to obtain

~.11

the facts

that are reasonably available i11 order to arrive at :U;;:..;
recommendations. ''

I think those are the principal sections.

Porhnpo

I should refer also to (n), "The Board may request tho
Manager to arrange for additional investigation on any points
which are material to the deliberations· of the Boo.:r.d '.;h:i..ch
the Board believes need extension or clarif icatio:r..

;i

It seems to me that the proper procedu1"c :::; for
me to ask the Board for this information, and then :tor tho
Board to try to obtain it.

MR. GRAY:

With respect to Mr. Garrison's request,

as I understood it, as we discussed previously, ycu

Ji:.ai.!C

particular reference to a conversation which was hnd w:i. t!1

Mr. Mitchell.
MR. GARRISON: And General Nichols and Mr. Marks.

MR.. GRAY:

I had forgotten who else was thcr.c.

General Nie hols and Mr • Marks , with respect to a nmnhor of
items, and it is my recollection you said seven the other c:lay.
MR. GARRISON:

I think I had five wri ttcn c1mn: on

the yellow piece af paper which I showed to Mr.

Mitc~:oll

the other day, and Mr. Marks had a number on a typewritten
memorandum.

MR. GRAY:

I would like to state the impression

of the Chairman of the Board, and be corrected if I am wrong.
Among those items were pertinentGAC reports and/or

minutes.
MR. GARRISON:

1m. GRAY:

Yes.

It is my information that Dr. O(-.ponheiriic:::-

had been notified officially by the Commission that ho could
have access to these reports and/or minutes, and tta t !le ha.a
not availed himself of this opportunity.
Among the items, as I understand it, recpcDto<l
was the minute which has been read in1X>the record.
the items involved was Dr. Oppenheimer's

testimon;~

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, if that is the
of the Congressional Committee concerned.

Cno of

tc:Zore the

p.i~c-~~c':·

title

One of t1:.o ::. i;cms

was the contents of Mr. Hoover's letter.
It is my impression that with respect to these
items, wh3ther five or seven or whatever the

numbe~,

the

request that they be made available in one way or c;:0thcr
has been met with respect to all but two, the two being tlX>
Congressional hearing record, which this Board is not nt
liberty to make available, and the other is the FBI lotter,
which under the regulatias we are not at liberty to

i:~!:'.ke

available.
With respect to the Congressional testim·on;.•, I nssumo
that it is not inappropriate for Dr. Oppenheimer to request o:?
the committee the privilege o·f seeing those portions of the
hearing which contain his own testimony, but this Board dees
not have the power to produce such a document.

I think I have referred to the regulatic:, . . ::. v:>.:l,ch

specifically cover information from the Federal Bu:::e:.u.1 of
Investigation.

So the earlier discussion centereu

~~ound

these requests which were made in a conversation bo·crtccn
Atomic Energy Coramission officials and Dr.

Oppenhc~.::;.:ii:t::z

representatives, and I think those requests have t.·ccn met .:i.n
an~J

so far as it is possible for this Board to have
in nl:!eting

t~m,

.influence

or any power in meeting them.

Now, with respect to the current reques 1; ·which, if
l understand it correctly, is a list of all items of so-ca11er:1
derogatory information about Dr • Oppenheimer in the
this Board, again I would have to respond that

h~u;Js

O';f

infc:;·r:a·1~lc11

which is contained in FBI reports cannot be made

r.·:~d.1a hlc.

I thir!k I shall have to stop my observa.ti en at ·;;Iia.t
point.

It may be that my interpretation · of the pr.cccduros

under which we operate is faulty, and I would ask counsel for
the Board if he has anything to add to what I said.
MR. Ram:

I certainly agree that your

is entirely correct, Mr. Chairman.

intor1n~ctation

I would add only one

observation, which is that so far as we are able to br:lng i·t
together, all the inf orna tion and.' reports which were bo'f:oro
the Commission in 1947 are now before this Board fer its
consideration and its evaluation.
Of course, as the. Chairman has said, the F:a! reporto

under the

r~les

of these hearings may not be made nvailable to

counsel for Dr. Oppenheimer or Dr. Oppenheimer.
MR. GRAY:

Let me make one other

observtt t:l(m.

I sup-

pose it would be reasomble for counsel to assume tlw,t tho
Board in its effort to get at the truth with respect to any
matter of very material consequence has sought to lmvo light
thrown on such a matter of material consequence.

ThiB, of

course, involves, I am sure, the question of anybod7'c reliance
on the good faith of this Board.

What I am trying to say

is that I do not think you are materially disadvantaeod by
not having the detailed list of information wh:lc h yeti

h~ive

requested.
MR. GARRISON:
observation.

I would like to make just one

I want to make it clear, Mr. Chairman, that so

far as the fairness of the members of this Board and tho:Lr
desire to do the right think, I have no doubt whateVGJ}.

My

problem is one of knowing what seems to us to be relevant so
that we may canment upon it as one should in presentlnc;
Oppenheimer's case, as well as we can.

J.P..~.

In a process of this

kind I should suppose that the adversary process which we
seem to be engaged in should be carried out to the fullest
extent that it can be done within the limits of the
governmental regulations with respect to the preservation of
whatever has to be confident:B. 1, that this process ,.!:Ul aid
rather tban to the contrary in the deliberations of the Eon.rd.
I would like to make one or two things

cle~r

n1the

February discussions and correspondence.

The Comm:\.::.:;:;1on d:itl

indeed say to Dr. Oppenheimer that he might inspec c J.::drmtcs
and reports of the GAC meetings in which he

particiL~ ~d;('~d,

could also see any documents which he himself signcJ.

a r:d

r!hnt I

am talking about here is the action of the Commission :i.11
1947.

l am not asking that the FBI reports be disc Ic;:.;ctl.

!

appreciate the rule that the reports of the Federal ::r!:.'cKm of
Investigation shall not be disclosed to the indivic!tml

OL'

his representative.

rule .

I regretfully have to accept

t'.·n. t

to

It does seem to me, however, that since in the ver;r :1.cttor
of General Nichols with which we are concerned, a very limgth:,:
account is given of numerous derogatory items in tho

:.:u.e

::rnd

disclosure hasbeen made of that, I cannot see how i "'. ; '.:ct:ld
violate this rule to have us informed as to the
items which were before the Board in 1947.

derocr~'.~ory

I am not

~~2l::i11g

for a transcript of the reports or a copy of the rc11m.•·\;s, l:mt

simply for a descriptio11 of what the Board acted on,
mean the Commission acted

im.

ROBB:

I

Oil.

Mr. Chairman, as I interpret I.!;:·. G:::i.r:t..•ison'i:;

last remark, he does not want a copy of the report5 or the
transcripts of the reports· he merely wants to know thei!"
contents, which seems to me to fly right in the face of the
rule.

I am sorry.
MR. GARRISON:

Let me ask this final question.

Would it fly in the face of the rule if we were limited

me1·e¥ to being told whichof the items now before the

23Ni~:·d

were before the Commission in 1947?
MR. ROBB:

I think it would, Mr. Cha.irman.

MR. GARRISCN:

I just don't understand

t!1::~ t

1

!'~:::.,.

•

Chairman, as to why we can't be told of these item!:' 1 th::-d; suet:
and such were before the Board, and sch and such we::·c r.ot.
Whit disclosure of FBI reports is that any more than tl1is

letter itself is a disclosure of FBI reports?
MR. GRAY:

I believe that W'hat was befor.c ·;;h0

Commission in 1947, and certainly from the testimo11y
cannot be certain, because the recollection of the
former Commissioners who have testified here is
hazy as to wba t happened.

:~oro,

fcff~

unifo~.·mly

I hope that is not an b!cor:<:"ect

statement about their testimony;

With respect in mny event

to what was before thea at that time we are not

ce1~~:~d:n.

I believe what was before them at that time was FBI reports.
It seems to me that comes into the rule.
I would ma.ke this further observation, thnt if
counsel wishes at some subsequent point in these p:tccee<lings
to argue the import of the actions of the Cormnission in so
far as they can be reconstructed in 1947, whether February,
March or August, that opportunity will be given.

As fur as

this Board is concerned, we mustbe concerned with evcrythinc
before us, and what the Commi1Bsion did in 1947 is, of. course,
important, but as you say, not conclusive.

I would like to suggest a recess at this po:;.r:t.
(Brief recess.)
MR.
under oath?

GRAY:

Colonel Pash, do yru care to tc;:;t:J.fy

You are not required to.

COLONEL PASH:
MR. GRAY:

Would you give rte your full na11;c.

COLONEL PASH:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir.

Boris T. Pash.

lVill you raise your right t.u: .~:.

Boris

T. Pash, do you swear that the testimony you are to i;::vc -.'.;ht:'
Board shall be the truth, the whole truth, and no"L:I.:.:L:;a ·i;ut
the truth, so help you God?
COLONEL PASH:

I do.

Whereupon,

c

BORIS T. PASH

s~.7ol·n,

was called as a witness, and having been first duly
was examined and testified as follows:

MR. GRAY:

Will you be seated, please,

r.~
~-~-

_.,......
":"I

It is my duty, Colonel Pash, to remind ycu of the
existence of the so-called perjury statutes.

May I nssumo

you are familiar wJ;h them and they need not be reviewed'?

THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir.

You understand, I suppose, or you siilonlc

know in any event, that there are persons in this roan who
may not have clearance far certd.in classified

matcr~.nl.

I

would ask, therefore, in the course of your testin!cny if: you

are getting into classified areas, you seek to notify me in
advance so we may take the necessary steps.
THE WITNESS:

trm.

GRAY:

Yes, sir.

Finally, Colonel, I should say to you

tlw.t we consider this proceeding a confidential 1r.attm.· b€tweon

the Atomic Energy Commission officials and witnesses on the
one hand, and Dr. Oppenheimer and his representati\'CS on the
other.

The Commission is making no releases with rc..:·,;poct to

these proceedings.

I express the hope on behalf of tho Bon.rd

tba t witnesses will take the same view.
THE WITNESS:

MR. GRAY:

I am, sir.

Mr. Robb,

will you proceed.

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. ROBB:

Q

Colonel Pash, will you give us for the record your

present station?
A

My present station is Presidio of San Francisco,

California.
r

You are an officer in the United States Army?

A

I am.

Q

And have been for how long, sir?

A

I am a reserve officer on active duty, and I have

been on active duty for about 14 years.
0

What is your present assignment?

A

Presently I am Chief of the Counterintelligence

Division in the office of G-2, Headquarters, Si:!tth l:::uy.

Q

What are your duties in that capacity?

A

In that capacity I review and pass on the nct:l.v:i.ties

of my branch off ices which are concerned with counteraction
against espionage, sabotage, the conduct of persOill':el sccu?."i t:l
investigations and industrial security investigaticrn3.
Q

Without going into detail for a moment, C:, 1oncl,

how long have you been engaged in that general sort of \7ork

for the Armt;?
A

About 12 years of the 14.

Q

Let me, if you wi 11, get a little of yom.• pc,:,•::: on~l

history.

You came on this present tour of duty when?

A

About the first of June of 1940.

Q

What was your assignment?

A

l was then fcra short time the counterintolJ.:i.r;cncc

officer of the Ninth Corps Area.
Q

Where is that'?

A

In Presidio of San Francisco.

In about I5arch of

19~11

I am not sure of that date -- I became the Chief 0:2 the
OUnterintelligence Branch of the N:bth Corps Area, and later
of the Western Defense Command and the Fourth Army.
('.'I

Will you tell us whether you took any source at

about that time in connection with your work?
A

In January of 1941, I took the officers invest:i.gnt:iva

course conducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

·--

!

Q

Where?'

A

In Washington at the ..Justice Department

Fui~.ding.

think tba t is between Tenth and Ninth on Pennsylvr::i=:-:..

Q

That had to do with espionage and sabotage?

A

Espionage, sabotage·, interrogation, writh:c; cf

reports, securing evidence, the overall

inveetigat~~~:e

course.

Q

What was your next assignment?

A

In November 1943, I left the Fourtm Army l!cf:.tcrn

Defense Command and proceeded to Europe where I o:·CTr•.ni:-.::cd ari:
commanded the Scientific Intelligence Mission of the G-2,
War Department, known and er the oode name of the A1 zcs miss icn.
1

r

What was that mission, Colonel?

A

The primary mission was to determine the

c::~tent

of German atomic developments and to find out whetl:c1· they vKu~.d

or would not use the bomb in World War II, and if poEssible
secure the scientists and documents and any equipmc:nt tha.t
they may have.

Q

How long did that mission last?

A

The mission was deactivated in December of 1945.

Q

In connect ion with that work, were you required to

interrogate scientists and other personnel?
A

Yes, we did interrogate scientists.

Q

Following the completion of that mission, what did

you do'?
A

In March of 1946, I went to Japan, where I was
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ass:i.gned as the Chief of

the Foreign Liaison Section in G-2,

Headquarters, Far East Command.

In connection with. those

activities my Ilrimary responsibility as designated by the
Chief of Staff was to deal wi 1:h the Soviet mission.

:::.ince I

was a colonel, the Chief of Staff felt I could deal "Ji th

the Commissio11 directly because I speak Russian.
C"

You speak Russian?

A

Yes, I speak Russian fluently.

Q

Were you born in Russia or in this country?

A

I was born in San Francisco.

~

Your father was a Russian bishop?

A

He arrived in the States in 1894, and in the later

years he was known as the Metropolitan, which is the top or

senior bishop of the American Orthodox Church, which officially
I

beli!Dve the name is the Russian Orthodox Greek Cathol:!.c

Church of North America.
Q

Was your mother a Russian or American?

A

No, she was born in San Francisco.

0

In all events, you learned to speak Russian from

your father?

A

No, I studied it and had experience, of course.

Q

You say you were in Japan for how long?

·A

Two years.

Q

Dealing with the Russians?

A

Primarily.

I dealt with all the foreign missions

there.
Q

Who was the commanding officer in Japan tho.n?

A

Ganeral MacArthur was then commanding.

Q

At the completion of that duty 1 what did ycu do?

A

At the completion of that duty I was ascll.iencd to G-2,

Department of

A~my,

in the Eurasian Branch.

Q

Will you tell us what your. work.was there'?

A

Study of the Soviet Union and the Soviet Army.

Q

G-2 is Intelligence?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

At the end of that year, where· did you go?

A

At the enci of that year I \Vas detailed to ti.H.:

Central Intelligence Agency.
Q

How long did you stay there?

A

I served with the Central Intelligence f;.c,cr:cy for

three years.
<>

· Are you able within the rules of security regulations

to tell us anything about your work there?
A

No, sir, I am not.

Q

You were there for three years.

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Until when?

A

Until I believe the 7th of JaDJary 1952.

Q

Then where did you go?

A

Then I was assigned to Austria, Headquarters,

United States .Forces in Austria, and stationed in Saltzburg.

Q

Wb.at was your duty there'?

A

There I was in G-3, which is the planniEC: ::::cc·t::1.on.

~

How long were you there?

A

I returned from Austria in August 1953.

Q

And then you went to your present duty?

A.

Went to my present station, reporting to the Pres:il<.'iio

in September 1953.
r

Now, going back to 1943, in what month

Y.':'.8

:~t:

Colonel, that you reported for duty at San Franci::..co in H>l3?
A

I was in San Francisco at the time in 10:7.:J.

Q

What m·onth did yon begin your duty as what

A

Chief of the CounterintelligenceBranch.

Q

Yes, sir.

A

That was in 1941.

Q

And you stayed there until when?

A

I would like to make a

YiV.s

:':r;,

now?
'

whether it is ea,,.ly '41 or late.
of 1941.
Q

correc~ion.

I am not sure

I mentioned the cnrly part

I am not sure of that date and I didn't dwcl: it.

Coming to May, 1943, Colonel, I will ask you v1h0thor

or not at or about that time you began an investigation into
certain reported espionage taking place or which had taken
place at the Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley?

A

Yes, sir, we did.

Q

Would you tell us something of how that i11vcst:1.3u.t:;.c.::l

bcga11 and wh.at you did'?
A

Yes f si'!'.

Q

Just tell us in your own way, and I will

·~1~y

not to

intarr upt you.
A

I bal:i.eve it was in May of 1943 an off leer from

the nepiirtront of the Army reported to General De~·i:'.t~:, ~-'ho w~s
Commanding C'vencrel of the Western Defense Command,

~~·cc:w:>sting

that an officer be designated to conduct a speci.al
investigati.on connected with War Department 4.ctiviU.cs.
Creneral DvrW5i.tt designated ma

that

to

take chn~-·::;c cf

invest~.ga.ti.on.

Together with the initiation of. this inver:t:i.[§r:.·:.:ion, I
received a report from the Department of Army, I thin!i: it

waL~

the War Department then, indicating that there had been rm
attempt to secure infcaation from the Radiation L::i.hor:-ttory
and that the personnel involved were Steve Nelson, of the
Conununis t

Party~

a prominent Communist Party membe1· in

California at the time, and a man by the name of Joo.
We further knew that Joe had furnished soriD
information, including information of a technical na.tnre,

w~111:;_ch

I don't recal 1 clearly, and I would not dare to try to o::r:plain
anythinf of the technical nature, and that he had furnished
Steve Nelson witha timetable pertaining to activities in
which we were to become interested -- the technical nctivities.
We had very 11 tt le information.

The only th:lng we ;'.:J.ad

definite was that the man's name was Joe, and the fo.ct that

he had sisters living in New York, and that he had ccmo :i?rom
New York.

We started the investigation.

We immediately

started procuring files of persnnel working at the lnbor.;.t ory
in order to try to analyze and determine who this T::t!1n

m..~y

be.

I will not go into the technical details of our sm.··1:oillnnce

or operational methods except to say that we did conduct an
investigation.
We first thought this man may be a man by the nnn:c
of Lomanitz.
r

Would you tell u; why you thought that'?

A

Because of Lomani tz 's past history.

to procure that.

We wc:,·o able

Lomanitz was· affiliated wth some Cm:nnun:i.st

front organizations, and actually was reported to ba a
Communist Party nember.
In our operatbnal work, we were able to procure
a photograph of four men, and I had one of our men \'1orldng
on that photograph to determine the background of the personnel
in the photograpb.
In the meantime we also found out tblt

at some

meetings sponsored by either -- I forget the organimition
sponsdririg it -- it was on Van Ness Avenue, we observed,
l believe, it was either Bohm or Lomanitz going in witll nn
unidentified man, a man unidentified
Q

Which Boha was tha. t?

by

us.

A

His first name slips ne

He was closely

aff:~l:~r1

tcd

socially and I suppose in the school with JLomanitz and Vieinberg.
Q

By the way, did you ascertain what he was

doin~

at

the time, and where he was employed?

A

Yes, we knew that he was employed at the Radiation

Laboratory.
Q

How about Bohm?

A

Bohm also.

"

Go ahead, sir.

A

We had an unidentified man and we bad this phctog!•aph.

As a result of our study we determined and were suro th..1. t Joe
was Joseph Weinberg.

r

Where was he employed?

A

He was employed at the Radiation Laboratory.

Q

Were you able to ascertain

wh~ther

Lomanitz,

Weinberg and Bohm were associates or intimates?
A

Yes, they were.

The photograph consisted of Weinberg,

Lomanitz, a man by the name of Max Friedman, am l think Bohm.
With that in mind we started our operational
procedures and at the same time a review of the file itself.
I reported the identification of Joe to the War Department at
the time.

This must have been some time in the early part

or the first half of June 1943.
<'

What did your investigation disclose wi1brespoct to

the Communist activities of this group, Weinberg, Lomanitz,

_J
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Bohm and Friedman?
A

We determined in the first place that these four

men I mentioned were very frequently together.

I don't mean

constantly with no interruption, but very frequently they were
together.
Through our operat»nal procedures, we found out that
Lomanitz was a member of the Communist Party.

From the

conversations we also determined that we had sufficient
information to determine that both Weinberg and Bohm were
members of the Party.
Q

By th way, Colonel, I might ask you whether under

security regulations you are permitted to disclose
investigative techniques or operational procedures.
A

No, sir.

I would be glad to

pres~nt

them to the

Board.
Q

I might ask you just for the record, Colonel, I

assume you are here under orders?
A

Yes, sir, I have been ordered here by the Department·

of the Army.
Q

But the testimony you are giving is your own

testimony, and 'not what someone told yruto say?
A

No, sir.

I think I better correct that.

The

testimony is my own.
Q

Did there come a time when certain steps were

taken with respect to the draft status of this man Lomanitz?
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A

Yes, sir.

When we determined and felt sure that

Lomanitz was a member of the Communist Party, we recommend
that his draft deferment not be renewed.

I made that

recommendation to General Groves' office.
Q

What happened then?

A

We received information from General Groves' office

that the deferment will be cancelled, and we were to keep
General Groves advised of the status of the situation.
When Lomanitz heard the fact that his deferment was
being cancelled, he started contacting a number of people.
He contacted members of the union, the FAECT union, which
was interested in the
friends.

Radi~tion

Laboratory.

He contacted his

He discussed with his friends the situation.

He

also called and if I am not mistaken wrote to Dr. Oppenheimer
about it.
Q

What?

A

Called Dr. Oppenheimer about it.

Q

About when was that, if you remember?

A

Tint was in the early part of August, I think.

I

don't/know the date.
Q

Do you recall whether or not Dr. Oppenheimer
I

manifested any interest in this matter of Lomanitz's deferment?
A

Yes.

According 1ro my recollection Dr. Oppenheimer

took some steps to request that deferment be granted to
Lomanitz.
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Q

Did the activities of Dr. Oppenheimer in that

connection strike you as usual or unusual?
A

Not having sufficient knowledge of the technical

phase of this particular situation, I am not expressing an
opinion which is based on reactions other than any technical
reactions.
<"

Yes, sir.

A

Since we were interested in this investigation, we

certainly followed very closely the activities as they were
proceeding, and we felt at the time that pressure was being put
to keep Lomanitz on the project.
("

Pressure by wh om'i'

A

By Dr. Oppenheimer, by his associates, Max Friedman,

Weinberg and Bohm.
MR. SILVERMAN:

May I interrupt for one mement'?

Who do you mean by ''his''?
THE

WITNESS:

Lomanitz's.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Did it strike you that the pressure put on by

Dr. 0',penheimer was ordinary or was out of the ordinary as
it struck you at that time?
A

It was my feeling that there was pressure beyond

that which would be normal.
Q

You mentioned the FAECT, the union; did your -

investigation include any study of the Communist tendencies

on
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or influences in that union?
A
received.

We based our evaluation of the FAECT on reports
We did not investigate the union as such.

However,

we also received considerable information from discussions
among those people who are within our investigative field,
and whom we were investigating.
Q

Let me ask you at that point, Colonel, did you

have any jurisdiction to investigate or interview anybody
who was not either in the Army or connected with the project?
A

Yes, sir.

The project was given to us as our

responsibility when the officer came out from the Department
of the Army.
Q

I don't think you quite caught my question.

investigative jurisdiction go beyond that?

Did your

In other words,

could you investigate people who were civilians not
connected with the project?
A

No.

Q

All right, sir.

Now would you come back to the

matter of the union and what you found out about the
A

u~ion?

Again based on the information available to us and

from reports available to us, we felt that there was a strong
Communist influence among a group of people -- at least a
group of people -- in the union, and that the union was
attempting to place people in the Radiation Laboratory.
Q

Do you recall who any of the group of people of the
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union were that you had in mind?
A

There was a man by the name of Adelson.

There was

'also a woman belonging to the union called Rose -- it starts
with an ''S".
Q

Would it be Segure'?

A

Segure, yes.

Q

How about this group that you told us about, the

Weinberg-Bohm-Friedman-Lomanitz group; were they in the union?
A

Yes, they were members of the union.

To the best of

my knowledge they were members of the union.
Q

Was Lomanitz finally drafted?

A

Yes.

Lomanitz's deferment was cancelled and he was

drafted.
Q

At or about that time did you receive certain

information from Lt.Lyall Johnson concerning statements made
to him by Dr. Oppenheimer?
A

I did.

Lyall Johnson reported to me toward the end

of August that Dr. Oppehheimer came to him and made some
statements which he felt I should know about.

My reaction was

to reqre st an immediate interview with Dr. Oppenheimer on this
matter.
Q

Who was Johnson?

A

Johnson was the intelligence officer for the Radiation

Laboratory.
Q

Do you recall whether or not Johnson gave you any
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details of that conversation?
A

Johnson told me it concerned a possible espionage

effort in connection with the Radiation Laboratory.
Q

Did you thereafter interview Dr. Oppenheimer?

A

Yes, I interviewed Dr. Oppenheimer on the 26th or

27th of August, 1943.
Q

Where did the interview take place, Colonei, all1

what were the circumstances under which it took place?
A

The interview was conducted on the University of.

California campus.
had his office.

There was a building in which Lt. Johnson

Captain Fidler was a member of the staff.

don't recall his exact capacity at the time.
Army.

I

He was in the

We used Lt. Johnson's office to conduct this interview.
Q

Did you make any arrangements to have it recorded.

A

Yes.

We felt that thts information was of

considerable importance, and we did not want to rely later
on on what we may remember, so I made arrangements for an
•'

officer in charge of

~Y

investigative unit to set up a

recording for us.
Q

So far as you know, was that with the knowledge of

Br. Oppenheimer, or was he unaware that it was being recorded?
A

As far as I know, he was unaware.

Q

Subsequent to the interview, were the recordings

transcribed?
A

Yes, after hearing what Dr. Oppenheimer had to tell
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me, I immediately had the recordings tra111:ribed so I could
forward them to General Groves' office.

I recall we made the

first draft off the recordings and we tried to check that as
much as we could.

Subsequent to that I wanted to hurry this

\

to General Groves, so I recall we started doing a second typing
of it, and I stopped the typist and forwarded it by air mail
immediately to General Groves' office.
O

Bo far as you were able to tell at that time did the

draft that you forwarded substantially state or reflect your
conversation with Dr. Oppenheimer?
A

It did, yes.

Q

Would you say that every word was right?

A

No, there were a few wards missing.

I personally

mde some corrections in the draft.
Q

After you forwarded it?

A

Before I forwarded it.

That is before I forwarded

this first draft.
Q

I have before me a copy of a memorandum dated

28 August 1943, indicating that on that date you forwarded
to Colonel Lansdale the transcript of your interv»w with
Dr. Oppenheimer.

Would that enable you to tell us when you

did forward it to General Groves?
A
or~

This was forwarded either on the 28th c1 August

may be forwarded the day after.
MR. GRAY:

May I ask was this covering memorandum
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in the record, too?
MR. ROBB:

I am not sure whether it was or not.

Do

you want me to read it in?
This is "Headquarters Western Defense Command and
Fourth Army
"Off ice of the Assistant Chief of Staff G-2
''Presidio of San Francisco, Calif.
"In Reply Refer to:

(CIB

''28 August 1943
·•subject:
"To:

DSM Project

Lieut. Colonel John Lansdale, Jr., Room 2C 654

Pentagon Building, Washington, D. C.
·•1.

Transmitted herewith ia a transcript of an

interview with Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, held in the office of
Captain Fidler, University of California.
"2.

No distribution '1this was made other than to

furnish one copy to Mr. King of the San Francisco Field
Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

General

Groves will be shown a copy of this transcription when he
arrives on the 1st of September 1943.
"3.

No comments or conclusions are made until a

thouough study is completed.

Any auch recommendations or

conclm;ions reached will be reported to you.
''For the A C of

s, G-2:

Isl Boris T. Pash, Lt. Col., M.I., Chief, Counter
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Intelligence Branch.
·•1 Incl:

As indicated (dup) .. ,

BY MR. RCBB:
Q

Have you recently refreshed your recollection '

about this interview by looking over a copy of that transcript?
A

I have.

Q

Do you recall, Colonel, whether or not in that

interview Dr. Oppenheimer said anything to you about somebody
in the Office of the Russian Consul?
A

Of the Soviet Consul, yes.

Q

Is there any question ·1n your mind that was mentioned'?

A

No,

Q

In what connection?

A

Dr. Oppenheimer told me that a man contacted him

sir, that was mentioned.

with the suggestion that technical information can be made
available through proper channels to the Soviet Consulate
and that there was a

man available \\ho was proticient in

microf:Dming, and that there were channels established for the
transmission of available information.
Q

Is there any question ihat Dr. Oppenheimer made that

reference to the use dmicrofilm?
sir, .not in

mind.

A

No,

Q

Do you recall whether or not Dr. Oppenheimer

my

mentioned to you whether this man

v.111>

had made the approach

had made more than one approach to people on the project?
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A

Yes.

He indicated three definite approaches that

were made.
~

Is there any question about that in your mind?

A

No, sir.

Q

Did you ask Dr. Oppenheimer who the.man was who

had made these approaches?
A

Yes, I did.

I asked him for the name of the man.

r

Did he give it to you?

A

No, he did not.

Q

Did he say why he would not give it to you?

A

He stated that this man was a frietd of his, he

felt that no informatiai was leaking out, and he felt that
he did not want to give the man's name under the circumstances
since he felt that it wasn't successful in accomplishing his
mission.
Q

Were ym anxious to know the name?

A

We were.

As a matter of· fact, I insisted several

times and I told Dr. Oppenheimer, that without the knowledge
of that name our activities were goixg to be made much more
difficult.

Since he knew the name of the man, I felt he.

should furnish it to me.

I think we broached that subject

through the conversation on several occasions.
o

Why were you so anxious to know the name?

A

Without the knowledge of the man, our job was

extremely difficult.

We knew definitely that there were
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espiaage activities conducted in favor of the Soviets in that
area.

We knew now that there was a new or at least an

additional effort being exerted through this man.

Our

investigative unit was limited in itself, and if we had to
start digging to find out who this man is, it would put a
tremendous burden on us.
I also felt, if I may say, that Dr. Oppenheimer knew
the name of the man, and it was his duty to report it to me.
Q

Did you thereafter send to General Groves a memorandum

on the subject of the importance of obtaining the name of the
contact'?

'

A

I did.

Q

I show you a copy of a memorandum dated 2 September

1943, and ask you if that is the memorandum to which you refer?
A

Yes, this is it.
MR.

R~B:

I will read this in the record, if I may,

Mr. Chairman.
"2 September 1943
"Memorandum for:
''Re:
"l.

General Groves

DSM Project (J. R. Oppenheimer)
It is essential that name of professor be made

available in order that investigation can continue properly.
''2.

If disposed to talk also request names of

individuals contacted by professorio order to eliminate
unnecessary investigation and following of leads which may
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come to the attention of this office.

I f names of these

people are known this off ice will not have to conduct
investigation into their activities if such names tome to
our attention through our own channels.
"3.

It is desirable to have names of any people

whom it.is felt could be contacted by the professor,
particularly CP members or sympathizers.

"4.

Bas

anyone approached JRO at any time while he

was connected with the project?

If so, was it the professor,

Eltenton, or some other party?
"B.T.P."
BY MR. ROBB:

Q

B.T.P. was what?

A

My initials.

Q

I call your attention to the use of the word

"professor''.
A

To whom did you refer by that?

The unidentified person.

I was told by Dr.

Oppenheimer that the mn was a member of the staff, or had been
a member of the staff of the University of California.
Q

"If disposed to talk", what did you mean by that?

Who was supposed to talk?
A

If when General Groves would ask Dr. Oppenheimer

for information, and if Dr. Oppenheimer felt he would give
additional information, to getalditional informtion we requested.

Q

"Also request names of individuals contacted by
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the professor''; the individuals were the three contacts?
A

Those three aa tacts, yes.

Q

Dr. Oppenheimer did not give you those names?

A

No, he did not.

Be told me at the time that two of

the men were down at "Y" that we called it, that was Los
Alamos, and that one man had either already gone or was to
go to Site ¥, which I believe was Oak Ridge.
Q

Did you conduct any investigation as a result of that

A

Yes, we did.

lead?
That was another tedious project we had.

We had to go through files, try to find out who was going to
go to Site

x,

We determined, and I took measures to stop

at least I asked General Groves to stop the man's movement
to that area.

o

What man?

A

Tie third man.

I can't recall the name at this time.

I am not sure of the name.
Q

But you felt that you had identified somebody who

was about to be moved to the site?
A

Yes.

As a matter of fact, we did·.

But at this

point I don't remember the man's name.
Q

And you took steps to stop that transfer?

A

Yes.

Q

Thinking that

A

That is right.

be

was the man referred to?
He was the only one who at the t·ime
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was scheduled to go.
Q

Ref erring to the third paragraph of your membrandum,

"CP members

11

,

tha t means what?

A

CoDDDunist Party members.

Q

Fourth paragraph, ''Bas any one approached JRO at a n,y

t 1- while be was connected with the project?"

Calling

your attention to that, Colonel, did you have any suggest.on
from your interview with Dr. Oppenheimer that be himself bad
been approached?
A

Yes.

Q

Beg pardon?

A

Yes.

Q

What was that?

A

He told me that this unidentified professor contacted

Q

Yes, but aside from that.

A

We felt that this was a vulnerable situatiaiand

him.

if be was contacted by one, be may be contacted by others.
Q

Will you tell us whether or not, Colonel, you

believed there was any connection between this episode cf
Dr. Oppenheimer's statement to you and the situation which

had recently arisen involving Lomanitz?
A

Definitely.

Q

Would you explain that to us?

A

When we first met in the room, I asked Dr. Oppenheimer
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or said that I was interested in a certain incident.

He

immediately started telling me about the Lomanitz situation.
I told him then it was not the Lomanitz situation that I was
interested in, but other contacts that had been made.

If I

am in order, as a result of the study of the interview, it
was my definite feeling at the time that the interview
Dr. Oppenheimer had with me was the result of Lomanitz's
situation.

I felt definitely at the time that Dr. Oppenheimer

knew or had reason to know that we were investigating or making
an investigation which was more thorough than a normal background investigation.

It was my opinion that Dr. Oppenheimer

wanted to presenttllis information to us for the purpose of
relieving any pressure that may be brought bn him for further
investigation of his personal situation.
Q

In that connection, did you prepare a memorandum

for General Groves?
A

Yes, I did.

~

I will show you a copy of a paper dated 2 September

1943, with initials "B.T.P." and ask you if that is the

memorandum?
A

Yes.
MR. RCllB:

I will read this in the record, Mr.

Chairman.
"2 Sep8mber 1943
"Memorandum for:

General Groves
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"Re:
"l.

DSM Project CJ. R. Oppenheimer)
This office is preparing a •morandum in which

it is pointed out that O's contact with Colonel Pash,·
through Lieut. Johnson, was the result of the following
circumstances:
"a.

Lomanitz was denied deferment.

"b.

Lomanitz told O of this and also told him that

he felt be was being investigated for subversive activities.
"c.

O could conclude that this office is conducting
•

some investigation and would probably determine that contacts
have been made.
''d.

O felt that it was safer to come out with the

information at the present time in order to clear himself of
anv future investigation.
"e.

In this way he

would retain the confidence of

the Army personnel responsible for this project.
"2.

Above, brief 1y, is a thesis of a memorandum

which will be presented to you through Colonel Lansdale in a
more detailed form.

This off ice is of the opinim that O

had an ulterior motive in furnishiig this infcrmatimat such a
late date and the above explanation seems reasonable.

It

is

not believed that he should be taken-fully into the confidence
of the Army in the matters pertaining to subversive
investigations."
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BY MR. ROBB:
Q

"0" in that memorandum refers to whom?

A

Dr. Oppenheimer.

Q

You mentioned a late date.

A

When I had the interview with Dr • Oppenheimer, he

What did you mean by that'?

told me that the incident which he was reporting to me had
happened a few months prior to this interview.
MR. GRAY:

Exe me me.

Was this memorandum

signed or identified?

MR. R<mB:

This is a copy .I have here.

I assume

it was signed.

MR. GRAY:

You didn't read any initials.

MR. ROBB:

Signed"B.T.P.''

THE WITNESS:

That was you,Colonel?

Yes.

MR. ROBB:

I previously identified it.

MR. GRAY:

I am sorry.

BY MR. R<mB:
Q

Colonel, had you had this information about the

approach to Dr. Oppenheimer immediately after it had taken
place, would that have made a difference to you in your
investigation'?
A

It certainly WC11ld.

Q

What difference would it have made?

A

Not having the name, I felt at the time, and I think

I still feel impeded seriously pur investigation.
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Q

Why?

A

We lad to atart an lDYeStiga tion of a factor which

was unknown to us.

We knew that there was a

111111 ,

a professor.

There were •ny professors at tbe University of California •.
The only thing I knew was that he was not connected witb the
Radiation

Labora~ry,

which put it into the University of

California, and the staff was tremendous there.
Q

Did Captain DeSilva subsequent or at about that

time prepare the analysis to which you referred in your
memorandum of 2 September?
A

He had, yes.

Q

I will show you a photostat of a document dated

2 September 1943, ''Manorandum for Lt. Col. B. T. Pash.

Subject:

'J. R. Oppenheimer'", signed by'' P. :OeS. '!

Is

that the analysis prepared by Captain DeSilva?
A

Those are his initials.

Yes, this is the memorandum

that he prepared.
Q

Did you traamit that to General Groves through Col.

Lansdale?

A

I did.

~

I will show you a memorandum dated 6 September 1943,

signed "Boris T. Pash"', and ask you if that is your letter
of transmittal of Captain DeSilva's membrandum?
A

Yes, it is.
MR. ROBB:

These two documents have already been
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read into the record, Mr. Chairman.
MR. SILVERMAN:

Yes, pages 877 and following,

if they are the documents you are talking about.
MR. ROBB:

I am sure they are.

BY MR. ROBB:
When did you finally learn the name af the unknown

0

professor?
A

The name of the unknown professor was furnished to me

by General Groves' offi:e.
I

I

can't recall the exact time.

presume it was either the end of September some time-Q

End of men?

A

September or maybe October.

Q

Let me see if I can refresh your recollection.

I am not sure of the

time.
I

will show you a photostat of a teletype addressed to the Area
Engineer, University of California, Berkeley, California,
attention Lt. Lyall Johnson, signed ''Nichols", and ask if
looking at that you are able now to refresh your recollection
about it?
A

Yes, this is the way we received the information.

o

When was the date?

A

13 Becember.

I must say that I had -- there was

another somewhat previous -- this never reached me.
0

That never did?

A

No.
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Q

How did you get the information?

A

I m1er got the information; I was gone.

r

Do you recall that you did receive the information

before you went or not?
A

I think I was only informally informed of certain

suspicions but I had never received that information.
Q

When did you leav• there?

A

About the 26th or 25th of November.

It was the

end of November.
the way, was there a Lt. Murray in your organiza-

Q

-By

A

Yes, Lt. Murray was in charge of my investigative

Q

I will EIDw you a photostat of a memorandum

tion?

unit.

dated San Francisco, California, November 22, 1943, bearilg
the signature of James

s.

Murray.

Is that your Lt. Murray?

A

That is the sam Lt. Murray.

Q

I notice tba t the title of tis memorandum is,

"Memo for the Officer in Charge.

Sub~ect

DSM Project.

Re

Possible Identity.of the Unnamd Professor Referred to by

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer."
Do you recall having seen that memorandum?
A

Yes.

Lt. Murray's memoranda to me were addressed

in this form, abd I recall this memorandum.
Q

That would indicate at tlat time at

least you had
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not received the name of the unidentified professor?
A

No, sir.

~

Bad no, would it not, Colonel?

A

Yes, sir.
MR. ROBB:

I will ask Mr. Kolander if he might

read this memorandum.
MR. KOLANDER:

"San Francisco, California.

November

22, 1943."

MR. SILVERMAN:

Mr. Robb, do you think if we saw

the memorandum it migh t be unnecessary to read it?

I don't

know what is in it.

MR4 ROBB:

No, I think we better have it in the

record just for completeness, if the Chairman doesn't mind.
MR. KOLANDER:
''Subject:

''Menmrandum for the Officer in Charge.

DSM Project.

''RE Possible Idnenti ty of the Unnamed Professor
Ref erred to by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer. ''
The date is November 22, 1943.
MR. SILVERMAN:

MR. ROLANDER:
MR. SILVERMAN:

Have you an extra copy?
I an sorry, I do not.
Can I look over your shoulder, Mr.

Roland er?
MR. GRAY:

I will follow the reading of it.

Is

.

this a copy that ca:ansel can follow?
MR. ROI.ANDER:

Mr.

Cbair•n, I didn't get a chance
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to glance at it again.

It may refer to the FBI, and I

would have 1x> note that we could not make any mention of the
FBI.

This may not be the case, but I would have to read it

through to be sure.
MR. GRAY:

I will ask you to look atit, and see

if there 1s anything you will have to omit or not.
I can tell you there is some material you will

want to leave out.

MR. Ram:

Page 3.
We had not gotten to that yet, sir.

That seems to be the only sentence or paragraph.
MR. GRAY:

Can yau give pages 1 and 2?

MR. RCEB:

While we are at it, Mr. Chairman, I see

attached to that memorandum is a covering memorandum dated
27 November,1943, signed Boris T. Pash.

I Ull show that to

the Colonel and ask him if he sent that memorandum.
WITNESS:

THE

No, I did not.

This was sent by a

then Lt. or Captain Maharg.
BY MR. RCSB:
signed your name?

Q

He

A

Yes.

Q

Do his initials appear?

A

Bis initials appear below.

Q

Is there any question that this memoranclm was sent

In this investigation he was acting for me.

on the date indicated enclosing the memcrandum prepared by Lt.
Murray?

.

i
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A

From this record it appears that this was sent.

I

would have no perS11tnal knowledge of the fact.
MR. RCBB:

I think we might read them both, Mr.

Chairman, while we are about it.
MR • GARRIS ON: . May we have a chance to read th is
before it is read on the record, Mr. Chairman?

MR. GRAY:

Yes.

MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairmn, while my friends are

reading that, I might say the purpose of offering this is to
show for the Boa.rd the attempts that were being made to
identify this contact am what the knowledge was at that time.
MR. SILVERMAN:

Mr. Robb, I represent only Dr.

Oppenheimer, but there are a lot of names of people here I
never heard of.

I wonder whether in fairness to these

people it might not be better when you read the memorandum
to say there are then given the names of ten, eleven er
whatever number of people there is, of whom Professor
Chevalier is one, or is not one.
MR. RCBB:

He is not.

I don't care about that.

I

don't know who these people are, either.
MR. GRAY:

Let me suggest that the first two

paragraphs be read, which I take it do not involve

pe~sons

who may not be concerned in this proceeding, that then counsel
indicate that there is paragraph

one name of an

individual with seven or eight lines of infor&Ltion
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about him, paragraph two, and so on.

I think counsel 's

point that Colonel Pash's office or the Office of the
intelligence people was involved in very extensive investigation
to ascertain the name of the unidentified professor is a ·wull
taken point.

I see no reason --

MR. Ram:

I have no desire to read them in.

I

take it the paragraph about Dr. Weinberg might be read.
MR. GRAY:

I think there is no reason why

you

should not indicate when you come to his name.
MR. RCBB:

Yes , sir.

MR. ROLLANDER:
MR. GRAY:

May I proceed?

Please.

MR. BOLANDER:

San J'rancisco, California.

November

22' 1943"
MR. GRAY:

Did you read the covering memorandum?

MR. ROLANDER:

I beg your pardon.

The covering

memorandum or letter:
"Army Service Forces, Headquarters, Ninth Service
Command, Office of the Director, Intelligence Division,
Forward Echelon, Presidio of San Francisco.
The initials "SPRIC: FE.''
The date, ''27 November 1943 .. ''
The written initials of ''CLC" in tile right hand
corner.

There is also some written comment on the left

hand corner which, since it mentions a name, I will omit.
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MR. GRAY:

May I call your attention also to what

would appear to be the initials "YL" next to the initials
''CLC".
MR. ROLANDER:
"Subject:

"November 27, 1943.

DSJ Project.

Possible Identity of

Unnamed Professor Referred to by Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer.
"To:

Lt. Col. John R. Lansdale, Jr., 2C 654

Pentagon Building, Washington, D. C.
''Enclosed for your information and files find
memorandum for the Office in Charge, dated November 22, 1943,
subject as above, for the Director,
Signature "Boris T. Pash."

Intelligence Divi$ion.
Typed "Boris T. Pash,

Lt. Col. M. I.'' and then an initial beneath there which was
referred to by Colonel Pash, "Chief, Counter Intelligence
Branch."

One enclosure:

"Duplicate, memo as indicated.

cc Captain Maharg with enclosure."
The memorandum itself:
"San Francisco, California.
''November 22, 1943.
"Memorandum for the Office in Charge.
"Subject:
"Re:

DSM Project.

Possible Identity of Unnamed Professor

Referred to by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer.
"Reference is made to various conversations and
interviews between Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, bead of DSM Project
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at Site Y, and Lt. Col. Boris T. Pash, Chief, CIB, Forward
Echelon, Nitth Service Command.

Reference is also made to

conversatl.ons am interviews between Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer
and Lt. Col. John R. Lansdale, Jr., Chief, Investigations
Branch, CIG, MIS.

During the above named interviews, Dr.

Oppenheimer bas frequently made reference to a professor
located at the University of California campus who acted as a
go-between for George Eltenton, and three unnamed persons
working on the DSM project in an endeavor to gain information for
Eltenton to transmit to tbe Soviet Government.

On a11•of tlB

above named occasions Dr. Oppenheimer bas refused to name
the Professor or the three persons who were contacted.

Dr. Oppenheimer stated that the three persons did not disclose
any information, and therefore they are not pertinent to
any investigation promulgated by Military Intelligence Services.
Efforts of this office during the past month have been
directed in an attempt to ascertain the identity of the
professor contact.

A record check of all professors and

associates in both the physics and chemistry departments at
the University af California was made witbthe Federal Bureau
of Investigation and the ·results thereof contained in a
progress report from this office dated October 20, 1943.
A continued survey and check has been made and it is believed
that it is entirely possible that the professor might be one
of the following."
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"l." and then a name and seven lines of discussion.
''2." a name and seven lines af discussion.

"3." a na• and six lines of discussion.
"4 • ''
states further:

The name appears ''Joseph

w.

Weinberg. "

It

"Weinberg has been known to commit at least

one espionage act, and on June 28, 1943, he was awarded a Ph. D.
degree by the University of California, and assumed an
associate professorship there.''
"5. ''

A name and five lines of discussion.

"6 .• "

A name and seven lines of discussion.

·•7."

A name and six lines of discussion.

''8. ''

A name and eight lines of discussion.

''9 •. , A name and five lines of discussion.
MR. ROOD:

May it be agreed, Mr. Chairman, that

none of the names was the name of Haakon Chevalier?
MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. GRAY:

Certainly not on these two pages.

Tb1t name does not appear :In this

memorandum.
MR. ROBB:

That is right, it does not appear in the

memorandum.
MR. GRAY:

I would suggest that actually the remainder

of this memorandum is not pertinent to the question being put
to the witness.
MR. ROBB:

I think not, Mr. Chairman.

point of cluttering up the record.

There is no
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MR. GRAY:

I see there is no point of cluttering up

the record.
MR. SILVERMAN:

It has nothing to do with Dr.

Oppenheimer.
MR. GRAY:

No, with other individuals.

Let me say

it does mention some familiar names, Lomanitz, Friedman,
Weinberg, Bohm, but really not connected with what we are
talking about.
MR. SILVERMAN:

Could

I take a look at that part

of it to see whether something occurs to me about it, which
perhaps may not.
MR. GRAY:

I think you will have to accept my

assurance that it would not help you to see the remainder.

It

is not really related.

MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, would you like to break

MR. GRAY:

One of the members of the Board bas an

for lunch?

engagement.

Am I right in assuming that you are not at this

point finished with your direct examination?
MR. ROBB:

That is correct.

MR. GRAY:

Therefore I think we should recess for

lunch at this time, and we shl.11 return at 2 o'clock.
(Thereupon at 12:35 p.m., a recess was taken until ·
2:00

p.m., the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
MR. GRAY:

2:00 P.M.

Let the record show that Mr. Garrison

is not present at the beginning of the bearing.
Will you proceed, Mr. Robb?
Whereupon,

BORIS T. PASH
the witness on the stand at the time of taking the recess
resumed the stand and testified further as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION (Cont.)

BY MR. ROBB:

Q

Colonel, I think I asked you before the noon recess

when you first learned the name of Haakon Chevalier, and I
believe you said sonetime in September.
A

Early October or September.

Q

In what connection did that name come to your

attention?
A

We were receiving reports of other investigative

agencies relating to Communist activities in the area.
I don't recall exactly who delivered those reports to us, but
they probably came from Washington, from General Groves'
office.
<'

Chevalier?
A

What was the purpose of the report about Dr.
I don't mean for you to give details.
It concerned Communist activities in the area.

concerned contacts with people who were either known or

It
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suspected Communists.
O

I don't want to

lead you but I am quite sure you

are not very easily led anyway.

Was the burden of the report

that Dr. Chevalier was in some way connected with Communist
activities?
A

Tint is right.

Q

The identification of Dr. Chevalier as the unknown

professor came later?
A

TIBt is right.

It didn't come to me then.

~

It did not come to you?

A

No.

Q

Would you say it came after you left Berkeley?

A

When I returned •om a short tour in Europe, after

being in the Mediterranean Theater, I was brought up to date
on certain things that transpired in my absence.
Q

Is that when you first learned the identity of the

unnamed professor?
A

Yes, sir, I believe so.

Q

When did you first begin giving attention and

consideration to Dr. Oppenheimer in connection with your
investigation of espionage and Communist activities in Berkeley?
A

At the early part of the investigation.

either late in May or some time early in June.
MR. GRAY:

What year?

THE WITNESS:

1943, sir.

Excuse me.

It was
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BY MR. RCBB:
Q

I will show you a copy of a report with the type-

written signature, ''Boris

T. Pash" dated 29 June 1943,

and ask you whether you reca 11 preparing that report?
A

Yes.
MR. Ram:

Do you have a copy of this for our friem

across the way?
MR. BOLANDER:

I don't believe this can be read

in its entirety.
MR.. R<EB:

I am sorry; this report has some

references to FBI materials.
BY MR·. ROBB:

Q

At all eventf, Colonel, the subject of this report

is "Julius Robert Oppenheimer", is that correct?
A

Yes.

Q

Without going into details about it, it concerns

investigative information in respect of Dr. Oppenheimer, is
that right?
A

That is right.

Q

During the time that you were Clllducting this

investigation, Colonel -MR. SILVERMAN:

Do you suppose you could read the

portions that relate to Dr. Oppenheimer?
MR. ROBB:

The whole thing relates to Dr. Oppenheimer.

MR. SILVERMAN:

Is there some way we could.see it
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without the FBI part?
MR. GRAY:

At this momant, I think this is true.

The

witness has had his recollection refreshed with respect to
a memorandum which he wrote.
MR. R<mB:

Yes, sir.

MR. GRAY:

I don't know what you propose to do.

MR. RCl:lB:

Nothing further.

MR. GRAY:

Can you do this in a way which will

not •ke it necessary to read it into the record?
MR. RCBB:

My purpose for referring to it was to

have some specific date in the record to show that by at least
June 29, 1943, Dr. Oppenheimer was under investigation by
Colonel Pash's prganization in respect of espionage, that is all.
MR. SILVERMAN:

In respect of suspected espionage

by Dr. Oppenheimer.
MR. RCl:lB:
that was going on.

In the caatext of the espionage investigation
Is that correct,

THE WITNESS:

~olonel?

Yes.

MR. SILVERMAN:

I really think that in fairness it

would be well to read as much of that memorandum into the
record as can be read by skipping the reference$ of the FBI.
We are somewhat a• a disadvantage.
bave the memorandum before them.

our friends

ai

the other side

Doubtless the members of the

Board have it before them.
MR. GRAY:

I don't know whether 1.1e members c1 the
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Board have or not.
MR. ROBB:

Will you take

the best I can do

•tn

it,

Mr. fiilvermanl
MRo SILVERMAN:

MR. ROBB:

Yes,sir.

I will do the best I can, and I think it

will be all right.
Meioorandum June 29, 1943.
"Subject:
''To:

Julius Robert Oppenheimer

Lieut. Colonel Lansdale, Jr., Room 2C 654, Pent-

agon Building, Washington, D. C.
"1.

Inf orma ti on available to this off ice indicates

that subject may still be connected with the Communist Party."
Then I omit the next sentence.
"This is based on the following specific information.
"a.

Bernadette Doyle, organizer of the Communist

Party in Alameda County, California, has referred to subject
and his brother, Frank, as being regularly registered within
the Party.
''b.

It is known that the Alameda County Branch of the

Party was concerned over the Communist affiliation of subject
and his brother, as it was not considered prudent for this
connection to be known in view of the highly secret work on
which both are engaged .
. "2.

Results of surveillances conducted on subject,

upon arrival in San Francisco on June 12, 1943, indicate
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further possible Communist Party connections.
"a.

Subject met and is alleged to have spent

considerable time with one Jean Tatlock, the record of whom
is attached.
"b.

Be

attempted to contact by phone and was later

thought to lave visited a David Hawkins, 242 - 32nd Avenue,
San Francisco, a Party member who has contacts with both
Bernadette Doyle and Steve Nelson.

A preliminary report on

Hawkins is attached.
''3.

Further investigations of the possible connections

of subject with the Communist Party are being carried out by
this off ice."
I omit the next sentence.
''4.

In view of the fact that this office believes

that subject still is or may be connected with the Communist
Party, and because of the known interest of the Communist Party
in this project, together with the Interest of the USSR in it,
the following possibilities are submitted for your consideration:
"a.

All indications on the part of Communist Party

members who have expressed themselves with regard to subject
lead this office to believe that the Communist Party is making
a definite effort to dfficially divorce

subje~t's

affiliation with the Party and subject, himself, is not indicating in any way interest in the Party.

However, if subject's

affiliation with the Party is definite and he is a member of
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that Party, there is a possibility of bis developing a
scientific work to a certain extent then turning it over to
the Party without submitting any phase of it to the United
States Government.

It is the understanding of this office that

subject is the only person who knows the exact progress and
,results of this research work, and, as a result, :is difficult to
check.
''b.

In view of the above there exists another

possibility that while subject may not be furnishing
information to the Communist Party direct be may be making that
information available to his other contacts who, in turn, may
be furnishing or will furnish such information. as it is made
available to them by subject, to the Communist Party for
transmission to the USSR.
"5.

On

the basis of the present status of this case

and with the limited knowledge available to this office on
the organization and administration of the project, the
following possible plans of action are
"a.

re~ommended:

That every effort be made to find a suitable

replacement for subject and that as soon

as such replacement

is trained that subject be r•ved completely from tie project
and dism:lssed from employment by the United States Government.
"b.

That subject be told that in view of the

importance of the project and the possibility of an accident
which may incapacitate or eliminate him, that a second in
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command be assigned to subject who will share in the knowledge
of all developments and processes of interest in the project.
"c.

That Edtject be called to Washington for purposes

.

of being interviews by Chief, MIS, and General Groves; that
subject first be told of the Espiaage Act and its ramifications;
of the knowledge MIS has of CoJDlllunist affiliations and that
this Government will not tolerate any leakage of information,
either by subject or any of his associates to the Communist
Party, whether this be for the purpose of transmitting
information as such or of informing the Communist Party of
the progress made by its members and, further, that this
govennment intends to maintain rigid control of the development
of the project.
"6.

It is the opinion of this office that subject's

personal inclinations would be to protect his own future and
reputation and the high degree of honor which would be his if
his present work is successful, and, consequently, it is felt
that he would lend every effort to cooperating with the
government in any plan which would leave him in charge.

It is,

therefore, recommended that the plan outlined in paragraph
5-c be adopted upon comp:Jltion of a thorough investigation of
subject presently being conducted by this office.

This

investigR::l.an is being made to secure all possible information
on subject's background, particularly bis past and
affiliations with the Communist Party.

~sent
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"It is further recommended that regardless of the
plan adopted, or whether any of the above proposed plans are
adopted, that subject be told tlat there exists a possibility
of violence on the part of Axis agents who may wish to interfere
with this project and, therefore, the War Department deWlllS it
advisable to assign to subject two bodyguards.

These bodyguards

will be selected from specially trained Counter Intelligence
Corps agents who will not only serve as bodyguards for subject
but also as undercover agents for this office.
"For the A C of s, G-2.
"Boris T. Pash, Lt. Col. , M. I., Chief, Counter
Intel.igence Branch.
"2 Incls;
"'l - 1181Do, 6-29-43, re Jean Tatlock (dup)
"#2

Mem, 6-29-43, re David Hawkins (dup)

"cc:

Capt. H. K. Calvert."

BY MR. ROBB:

Q

Colonel, do you know whether or not the two body-

guards were assigned?
A

No, I don't.

Q

Let me·ask you as an expert --

•

I don't think so.

Q

Let m ask you, Colonel, as an expert in these

matters, how effective can a surveillance be to prevent the
transmission of in formation?
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A

In my opinion, it is impossible to maintain a 100

per cent surveillance or maintain a surveillance which would
assure 100 per cent success.
Q

Why?

A

There.are so many different wa]S in which information

can be transmitted and in this particular instance we did
not have any qu&lif ied men who knew the technical field
sufficiently to be able to determ:Lne even in an open
conversation if any information is being transmitted.
Q

You mean would not understand it?

A

That is right.

Q

You mention in here a thorough investigation c1

subject.

Subject being Dr. Oppenheimer?

A

Yes, sir.

('

Was that conducted?

A

That was in so far as I was in charge there; that

was discontinued on instructions from Washington.
Q

When?

A

I believe some time in the middle of August.

Q

Was any reason given for that?

A

Not to me.

Q

Did all the reports c:mcerning Comnunistic activities

at Berkeley concerning Dr. Oppenheimer come across your desk
while you were there?
A

I believe so.

During this period I bad made some
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short trips.

In that case either DeSilva or Maharg would act

for m. Normally they tried to bring me up to date when I
returned.
Q

You kept yourself thoroughly familiar with the

investigation going on?
A

I tried to, yes.

Q

On the basis of the information which you had

concerning Dr. Oppenheimer, did you coml.der him to be a
security risk?

A

Yes, I wauld.

r

Did you then?

A

Yes, I did.

Q

Do you now?

A

Yes, I ttiink I do.

Q

Going back !or a moment to your interview with Dr.

I do, yes.

Oppenheimer, you mentioned that he bad spoken to you or told
you that this unnamed professor bad mentioned someone in
the Russian consulate, microfilm, the three contacts, two
of them having gone to Los Alamos and one being about to
leave for Qa.k Ridge; did you have any opinion as to whether
or not Dr. Oppenheimer in those respects was truthfully reporting to you what the unnamed professor had said to him?
A

Yes, I wassure of that.

Q

You were sure of that?

A

Yes.
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Q

Why?

A

In the first place, Dr. Oppenheim spoke to Lyall

Johnson, telling him that he bad something, as Johnson told

e·

me, something important to convey concerning espionage.

When

I arranged for the interview and Dr. Oppenheimer came in,
when I told him that I wanted to discuss the incident, be
immediately started discussing Lomanitz with me.
him it was the othr

When I told

incident where other parties may be

interested in this, he immediately started then relating the
information he gave me.

I don't think there was any break or

adjustment at the time.

I felt he was giving something he

already bad or he knew.

Furthermore, as I believe I stated

•

before, and reviewing the situation after a while, I felt
that be had this information and he felt that he wanted to
give it to us because of the fact that he found out we may be
making a rather thorough investigation of the whole project
and the activities.

Finally, ta information given there was

rather serious and to a certain dxtent detailed.

It referred

to a plan.

It established a plan that was supposed to be in

existence.

It included some details such as the contact,

about the availability of contact with the Soviet consulate
and the reference to a technical device for purposes of
recording what information may be available.
Q

What conclusion did you draw from the fact that the

information was in some circumstantial detail?

Wiit did that
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indicate to you?
A

That indicated that it was information already

available to a man, and in a field which probably was more
operational, and therefore I felt, and feel, that it was
transmitted to him rather than ma.de up by him.

o

Do you still feel that way?

A

Yes, I do.

Q

You had a greatdeal of experience, have you not,

in interrogating- witnesses?

A

I have had some experience, yes.

Q

You have been doing it for years, ha.vat t yc:u?

A

For a few years,

Q

You have had a great deal of experience in evaluating

statements nale by witnesses, have you not, sir?

A

Yes, I have.

o

Was there then and is there anything now to ·.suggest

to you that his statements to you about these details Dr.
Oppenheimer was not giving you an accuraia

report of what he

had been told by the unnamed professor?
A

No.

I had no reason not to believe they were

truthful.
Q

Do you have any now?

A

No, I only know this from newspaper information.

Q

Yes.

A

And whether it is correct, I don't know.

But I read
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in Dr. Oppenheimer's reply to General Nichols he relates
this incident.

I feel that the information which Dr.

Oppenheimer gave me in 1943 was far more damging to him and
to any of his friends than the information as rel•ted in the
newspq> er •.• If Dr. Oppenheimer was not telliig the truth
at that time, le was making up a story which would be more
damaging to him than it appears the situation was according
to the newspaper item.
human reaction.

I don't think that that is a normal

I feel that the story as told then -- the

story as related in the newspaper probably is in favor of
Dr. Oppenheimer.

In evaluating that, I felt that the

inconsistency there in

my

mind would

favor the truth 1m the

preliminary interview, the interview of 1943.
Q

Would you care to elaborate upon your statement

that you now consider Dr.
A

Oppen~eimer

a security risk?

As far as I know, Dr. Oppenheimer was affiliated

with Communist front activities.

I have reason to feel tlat

he was a member of the Communist Party.

I have seen no

indication which indicates any change from the.

I feel that

his supposed dropping of the Communist Party activities in
the early part of the war need not necessarily express his sincere
opinias, since that was done by
Communist Party.

mos~

all members of the

As a result of that, I feel that the opinion

I had back in 1943 probably would stand.
Q

You say was done by most all members of the Party.

-
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Just what do you mean by that'?
A

Members of the Party who came into the service,

members who continued in JOVernment work, disclaimed any
affiliation with the Party.

o

Colonel, did any incident or episode occur shortly

after your interview with Dr. Oppenheimer which tended to
confirm your doubts about Dr. Oppenheimer?
A
and think.

There was an incident whicbcaused me to stop
The evaluation was difficult, but the timing

and coincidence was an important factor.

Joseph Weinberg

wrote a note to a man, a Flanigan, also a known Communist,
staang

in the letter,it was a card,he did not it, but

it was in the letter which he mailed, stating, ''Dear A.
Please don't contact me", or something to that effect.
can't recall.

I

"Please don't make any contact with me, and

pass this message to S and B, only don't mention any names.
I will take a walk with you when this matter is all cleared
up."

That was dated the 6th of September.

Of course we

were very cmcerned over the entire situation and since
Weinberg had close contact and association with Dr. Oppenheimer
I felt at the time that it

was the result of the

situat~on

which culminated in my interview with Dr. Oppenheimer.
Q

How did you interpret the expression ''take a walk

with you"?
A

.

The Communist people at the time were trying to
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avoid any discussiomi.

They tried to carry

ai

their discussions

either outside or in an automobile or out on the street.
Q

Why?

A

In order to avoid detection.

They avoided fixed

positions.
Q

Colonel, I will ask you what information you can

give us in brief about certain people whose names I will give
you.

William Schneiderman?
A

William Schneiderman was one of the top Connnunist

functionaries in California.

His name appeared quite a bit

in the process of our investigation, and it was always
Connnunist connected.

I believe be bas been tried and convicted

for advocating the overthrow of the government by force and
violence, and has been convicted and if I am not mistaken
is now out on appeal.
Q

Rudy Lambert.

A

Rudy Lambert was also in the same class with

Schneiderman, same type of individual.

He U3 now also under

conviction far the same offense.
Q

Steve Nelson.

A

Steve Nelson, of course, was directly connected

with the espionage

effort~

at the Radiation Laboratory.

He

was convicted in the east for the affense of advocating the
overthrow of the government by force and violence.
was convicted and may be serving a

jail term now.

I think he
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Q

Isaac Folkoff?

A

Isaac Folkoff is a Conaunlst in the Bay area, I

think in San Fraocisco -- I am not sure -- and le was in a
business, I believe, and served as an intermediary.
Q

Intermediary for wba t purpose?

A

For contact between Communists.

Q

Louise Bransten.

A

Louise Bransten is a Communist Party member who bas

a record of contacts with Soviet officials.

She, according

to reports I have read, I think, is independently wealthy
and bas served the Communist cause.

She is, I think, in the

east now.

o

Contact with Soviet officials in what connection?

A

I presume that the contact with Soviet officials for

the purpose of passing information.

She was in contact for

instance with a man, Kheifits, who was a Soviet official in
San Francisco.

I think be took the place of the initial

contact of the Soviet official who contacted Nelson.
Q

Wba t was bis name?

A

Ivanov.

Q

Joseph Weinberg you have already told us about.

A

Yes.

<'

Dr. Thomas Addis.

A

I don•t know much about Dr. Thomas Addis.

a professor at Sanford University, I think.

Be was

As far as I .can
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recollect there were allegatio:mthat he was a Communist Party
member.

(Mr. Garrison returned to the hearing room.)
BY MR. aces:

Q

David Jenkins.

A

David Jenkins was a member of the callfornia Labor

School.

If I am not mistaken, he was the head of it at one

time in the early Forties.
Q

Do you remember his wife's name?

A

No, I don't.

Q

Did you know of someone named Edith Arnstein?

A

No, I don't.

Q

John Pitman?

A

John Pitman, if I am mot mistaken was on

'de

staff

of the Peoples World.
Q

What was the Peoples World?

A

Peoples World was a Communist Party publicaticn

Q

Where?

A

In San Francisco.

0

Hannah Peters.

A

The

Q

And her husband, Bernard Peters.

A

Bernard Peters I know was a scientist, I think, but

I don't know
Q

name Peters is familiar,

Ell ough

about ·him.

David Adelson.
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A

David Adelson was very active in the FAECT, the

union, Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists and
Technicians.
Q

Do you have any information with respect to his

Communist connections?
A

There were rpports of his Communist connections.

He

was very active in trying to penetrate the Radiation
Laboratory with nembers of the union. As a matter of fact, I
think he was one of .the men who were contacted by Lomanitz
and Weinberg, and so forth, when Lomanitz was inddcted.
Q

Kenneth May.

A

I re•mber the name of Kennellh May as being

connected with the Communist Party.

I don't know any

particulars about him.

MR. RCBB: That is all I care to ask, Mr. Chairman.
MR. GRAY:

Mr. Silverman.
CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
(.)

Colonel Pash, how often have you met Dr. Oppedl.elmer?

A

Once, for this interview.

Q

That was that meeting of August 26, 1943?

A

Yes

Q

And as far as you can recall

~ntil

today that is

the only time you have ever seen him in your life?
A

Physically, yes.
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Q

I think you gave sane testimony about four people,

Messrs. Lomanitz, Bohln, Friedman.
A

And Weinberg.

Q

And Weinberg, yes.

Those people were employed at

the Radiation Laboratory?
A

That is right.

('

In Berkeley.

A

In Bezkeley.

('

They were not employed at Los Alamos?

A

Not to my knowledge.

Q

So far as you know, did Dr. Oppenheimer have any

responsibility for their employment at Berkeley?
A
there.

I don't know enough about personnel administra•on
I recall in reviewing the document s available to me

at the time that I thillk he made some comments with reference
to Lomanitz.
Q

He didn't hire these people?

A

I don't know who hired them.

Q

He was not the Director of the Badia tion Laboratory

the way he was at Los Alamos?
A

Not to my knowledge.

('

You said he made some comments about Lomanitz.

I think you said he made some,

I don' t remember the word

now, protest, pressure or something about it, when IAmanitz's
draft deferment was terminated?
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A

When it was about to be terminated.

Q

Did anybody else complain about it?

A

Weinberg and Bohm, to my knowledge.

Q

Did Lomanitz's superiors on his job complain aboutit?

A

I think that Dr. Lawrence may have.

r

Did anyone else of his superiors?

A

That I don't know.

~

You hate recently had occasion to refresh your

recollection as to what Dr. Oppenheimer did about this matter,
have you not?
A

Yes.

Q

You have not had occasion to refresh your recollection

as to whether -- before I finish this question, I want to be
perfectly clear I am not and do not inltnd to make any
accusations about any people I am naming here, because I
considerall their actions perfectly innocent -- you have not
had occasion to refresh yourrecollection recently as to what
Dr. Lawrence did about protesting or objecting to

Mr.

Lomanitz's deferment?
A

The only way that I knew that Dr. Lawrence may have

taken part is because Lomanitz mentioned in discussing the
matter that Dr. Lawrence was going to state that he was
needed or something to that effect.
o

You knew that Dr. Lawrence was very anxious to see

that the work of his laboratory went well?
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A

Yes, I realize that.

o

And Dr. Oppenhei•r was very anxious to see that the

work of his laboratory went well?
A

I realize that.

Q

And neither one of them would be very happy to lose

a good technical man?
A

I presu• so.

o

And were you told that Dr. Oppenhei•r said that

if Lomani tz~ drafted, Dr. Lawrence will want to take so•body
from Dr.

Oppen~eimer's

staff?

A

Yes.

Q

And Dr. Oppenhei•r didn't like that.

A

That is right.

Q

And he so wrote you?

A

I know he stated that.

Q

I think that is in the record.

I don't know whether he wrote

it.
By the way, in the

course of refreshing your recollection, have you also listened
to the recording of your conversation?
A

Yes.

Q

When did you do that?

A

I think about two days ago.

0

And you play it over once?

A

Yes.

Q

I would like to come to the incident of September 6
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in which Joseph Weinberg wrote a
the effect, "Dr. A.
message to

s

n~te

to Flanigan somewhat to

Please don't contact me, and pass this

and B, and I will take a walk with you" and so on.

A

Yes.

O

As far as you know, was A, S or B Dr • Oppenheimer?

A

No.

o

You connected this with your talk with Dr. Oppenheimer?

A

Yes, with the si tua ti on around that time, which

culminated in Dr. Oppenheimer's interview.
<'

One reason for that was the timing?

A

Tia t is right.

Q

Dr. Oppenheimer's interview with you was on August

A

That is right.

Q

And this letter was 11 days later, September 6?

A

Yes.

Q

Obviously you don't know what other problems Mr.

26th?

Weinberg was worried about in that period, or what else may bave
happened in that 11 days to stir him up.
A

That is right.

O

I think you said that another reason you connected

was because of Dr. Weinberg's close contact and association
with Dr. Oppenheimer.

Would you tell us so far as you know

what Dr. Weinberg's association with Dr. Oppenheimer was?
A

Yes.

Be was a student of Dr.

Oppeneimer~s

at the
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University.

,.

In twq,I think, instances when problems arose

for him on one instance he went with Bohm to see Dr.
Oppenheimer.

That was on the 2nd of September, in connection

with the Lomanitz situation.
were had in the group,

my

And from the conversations that

impression was that he discussed

Dr. Oppenheimr as sort of a man they could advise with.

recall that was not the 2nd of September.

I

It may have been

duting Dr. Oppenheimer's trip to San Francisco that Bohm and
Weinberg saw him on which they said they also feel that the
draft may reach them, too.
Q

They also felt, too, what -- the draft?

A

The draft may reach them because of their activities.

Q

Would you try to identify the approximate time of

this?

You say you think it was not September?
A

No, if I am not mistaken it was during the trip

of Dr. Oppenheimer to San Francisco.

e

Q

When was that?

A

It•s in those dates of 26th of 27th of August.

Q

So that too was about ten days before?

A

Yes.

Q

Did Lt. Johnson go to Dr. Oppenheimer and question

him about El ten ton or did Dr. Oppenheimer come to Lt. Johnscm?
A

As Lt. Johnson related it to me, I don't know, he

said Dr. Oppenheimer told me.

I don't know thedetails of

where they met or what the circumstances surrounding that was.
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Q

Did Lt. Johnson tell you that Dr. Oppenheimer at

that very first interview mentioned Yr. Eltenton's name?
A

No.

I don't know whether it was the first interview

he had with Johnson.
Q

Wasn't your interview wi'fhDr. Oppenheimer the day after?

A

Excuse me.

I thought you meant Johnson's first

interview with Dr. Oppenheimer.

It is first because it

.

preceded mine is what you mean, is that right?
<'

Yes.

A

I understand.

Q

And according to Lt. aohnson's report, Dr.

Oppenheimer came to Lt. Johnson and mentioned Eltenton's name·?
A

Yes.

I don't recall that.

Be mentioned the espionage

activities.
"

You do not now recall whether Dr. Oppenheimer

mentioned to Lt. &ohnson Eltenton's name on the day before?
A

No, I ansorry I don't.

Q

In your one interview with Dr. Oppenheimer, Dr.

Oppenheimer did mention the name?
A

Yes.

Q

He volunteered the name?

A

Yes.

O

At that time -MR. RCBB:

Mr. Cha:Janan, I don't mean to interfere but

I think the question whether he volunteered the name is a
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conclusion.

I don't wish to concede

MR. SILVERMAN:

e.

There have been a fair number of

conclusions suggested by you, Mr • Robb.
MR. RCBB:

There cei:tainly have.

MR. GRAY:

Proceed, Mr. Silverman.

MR. SILVERMAN:

Thank you, s :Ir.

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

At the time that Dr. Oppenheimer gave you Mr. Eltenton's

name, was Mr. Eltenton already under surveillance by yai?
A

We had no c mnection with Mr. Eltenton.

name, but he was not under our surveillance.

We had his

Be was not

connected with the Radiation Laboratory as far as I know.
Q

So that when Dr. Oppenheimer gave you this name,

this was an important piece of information for you?
A

No, we bad his name, but not in connection with

our

our investigation.
r

Did you have his name as someone who might be

mixed up in an espionage attempt?
A

Yes, as a Communist Party member.

We would not have

thos e details as to his activities, because we were not
conducting the investigation.

Q

You were conducting an investigation about espionage.

A

Yes, by the limitation agreement we did not

investigate people who were not connected with the military
or specifically with the Radiation Labora'bry.
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Q

So far as you know was there any information -- I

withdraw that.
You did not have any information that connected

Mr. Eltenton with an espionage attempt or approach?
A

We had information which conntected him with tlB

contacts of the Soviet contacts, but I personally in my office
did not have the details of those contacts.
Q

And did Dr. Oppenleimer say to you that the reason

he was not giving you the name of the professor was tJ::at he
thought the man was innocent?
A

Be thought that this was not serious and that he

had. not achieved anything.
Q

And of course Dr. Oppenheimer-.s very wrong not to

give you that name.
A

Yes.

Q

And I think we would all agree wlb that.

Do you have

any information of any leakage of restricted data through

Dr. Oppenheimer to any unauthorized person?
MR. ROBB:
(Qua ti on

May I have that read back?
read by the reporter.)

THE WITNESS:

No.

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

And Dr. Oppenheimer did tell you that on the

one instance when the professor approached him, he
have anything to do with it?

re~used

to
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A

Yes, he told me that.

Q

And some time in 1943, he did give the professor's

A

Yes.

Q

We all agree that Dr. Oppenheimer exercised poor

name?

judgment, indeed, and was very wrong not to give you the name
of Professor Chevalier.

Against that agreement by everyone

here, I would like to ask you these questions.
MR. GRAY:

Wait a

minute.

I take 1t that everyone

here includes the members of this Board.

The hearing is being

conducted for the information of the members cf this Board in
.the discharge of its functions.

I as Chairman have been

extremely lenient, perhaps unduly so, in allowing counsel to
express an opinion.

This is not the first time that you have

said, Mr. Silverman, that everyone here agrees on something.
I should like to ask you please to refrain from
expressions of opinioas, and not to try 1D give a witness
an indication that you speak for anybody but yourself, if you
are expressing an opinion.
MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. GRAY:

Very well, sir.

I am sorry.

It is all right; proceed.

BY MR. SILVERMAN:
Q

You have had a good deal of. experience with

security and intelligence matters in the last 12 or 13 years.
/

A

I have had some experience, yes.
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Q

You were pretty new at security matters in 1943?

A

No, I don't think so.

Q

You had a couple of J&ars of experience?

A

I have bad past experience, too.

Q

I assume it is fair to say that in the last 12 or 13

years you have learned a good deal about security and
intelligence work?
A

Yes, I have.

0.

And perhaps your own opinions have to some extent

changed or crystalized over that period?
A

Opinions as to operational procedures?

Q

Yes, and the right things for people to do with

respect to security and so on.
A

No, I don't think they have changed much as to the

right things to do.

Q

Do you believe it possible that Dr. Oppenheimer's

opinio rs have changed over tba. t period?
A

I don't think I can speak for Dr. Oppenheimer.

Q

You have only seen him once in your life.

A

That is right.

Q

Do

you bel•e tba. t his record since 1943 should

properly be weighed against bis admitted mistake and failure
to make a prompt, frank and full report in 1943, to determine
whether he is now a security risk?
A

I don't know which record you are referring to.
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Q

Whatever h:ls activities have been since 1943 wi1b

which of course you are not familiar.
A

Yes.

I again think that is the position of the

Board -Q

Exactly ..

A

-- to answer, not mine.
MR. ROBB:

I am sorry.

TIE WITNESS:

I didn't get that.

I said that is not

my

position to· answer

that.
MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. GRAY:

That is all.

Thank you.

Colonel Pash, I would make reference now

to your interview with Dr. Oppenheimer.

I don't have the date

fixed in my mind, but the only interview you bad with him.
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir.

In your earlier testimony, I believe you

indicated tba t wi t.h respect to this interview, Lt. Johnson
reported to you that he bad receivedsome information and you
then decided you wished to talk personally to Dr. Oppenheimer.
THE WITNESS;

Yes.

Lt. Johnson said he received

it from Dr. Oppenheimer.
MR. GRAY:

In the beginning of

your interview, it

seemed to you that Dr. Oppenheimer thought you wanted to talk
to him about Lomanitz?
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir .

But that the substance of the interview
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concerned the so-called Chevalier episode.
THE WITNISSS:
MR. GRAY:

I may not quite understand you.

I am afraid it was not a good question.

In the beginning of your interview with Dr. Oppenheimer, there
was some mention of Lomanitz, ad then you bad to make it plain
to Dr • Oppenheimer you wanted to talk about the Chevalier
incident.
THE WITNESS:

About the incident which eventually

involved Chevalier.
MR. GRAY:

Yes.

And you testified also, I think,

that it may have occu.rred to you at the time that the reason

Dr. 'Oppenheimer volunteered to Lt. Johnson what he did about
the epism was that he may have kno'9.ID there was an
investigation going on, and that this might have been found
out about in some ot'ler way, and therefore he thought he
better get the inf 01m2t\ t ion to the security officers himself.
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

I apologize.

mention Johnson's name .ln connection with that.
thought I beard it.
MR. GRAY:

I may have

May I ask that it be re-read.
Yes, you may ask.

embarrassed when I read it in print.

I am sorry.

I am going to be
I might as well be

embarrased when I hear it read back now.
question.

Did you

It was a poor

Can you read it back?
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

I didn't mean to imply that.

There is no need to.

I know it.
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(Question read by the reporter.)
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes.

Is that the substance of what you said?

THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir, and the qestion I think was

clearly put to me.
MR. GRAY:

Now, if there had been only one person

involved in the Chevalier contact, that is, to Dr. Oppenheimer
himself, it is unlikely I suppose that you would have found
out about it, except from Dr. Oppenheimer.
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

That is right.

In other words, unless he had volunteered

this information to Lt. Johnson in the first place, and repeated
it to you in the second place, this may never have been a
matter of discussion in a possible future hearing?
THE WITNESS:

Of course, we cannot exclude the

possibility if the investigation took some other tangent
and that may have come out, but that is just a supposition.
MR. GRAY:

But if the contact had been just between

Professor Chevalier and Dr. Oppenheimer in Dr. Oppenheimer's
home, it is pretty unlikely that you would have known about
it except from Dr. Oppenheimer?
THE WITNESS:

It is unlikely that we would know

about it, yes, sir.
MR. GRAY:

Did it occur to you, and if itdi.dn't,

I wish you would say so, that the fact that Dr. Oppenheimer
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in some detail mentioned two other people than the individual
who later turned out t0 be himself -- I am not sure it was
two other people,
THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

Three other people.

THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

It was three other people, sir.

Yes, sir.

Let me rephrase my question.

Did it

occur to you at the time that the fact that Dr. Oppenheimer
mentioned both to Lt. Johnson and to you contacts with three
people for information, two of whom were supposed to be at
Los Alamos and one of whom was supposed soon to go to <Bk
Ridge, that he was giving you this information thinking that
you possibly could find out about these other t.hree people?
I am afraid that is not a clear question.

I am trying to

ask you whether it occurred to you at the time that he was
giving you the story of the contact because he felt 1hat it
might be otherwise discoered, or that he was giving you the
story in this kind of detail because he felt these details
might be discovered?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

My impression was that he

felt that we would discover in our investigation the fact
that there were these contacts, and the extent of them.
MR. GRAY:

Is it true that he said he thought these

were innocent contacts, and therefore weren't worth pursuing
in his judgment?

Is that correct?
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TIE WITNESS:

He

said that, yes, sir.

But the reason--

well, excuse ne.
MR. GRAY:

You did, indeed, try to find out at least

who the individual was who was scheduled to go to <Bk Ridge?
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir, as I recall we did.

So that at the :time you did believe that

people other than Dr. Oppenheimer himself were involved in this.
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

We didn't believe, sir?

You did believe.

THE WITNESS:

We did believe.

As

a matter of fact,

we didn't know bow many more contacts were made.
MR. GRAY:

But in fact, you mver established that

there were any other contacts?
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

No, sir.

And the man whose orders you held up,

who had been scheduled for movement to Oak Ridge, turned out
in fact not to have been involved?
THE WITNESS:

I bate to bring up a name at a sort

of very slim recollection, but to emphasize the point, I
believe, and in this instance I hope if I am mistaken it is
excusable, because I feel it was a man whom we had under
suspicion as one of the men who was a Connnunist Party member
or assal.ate, and on whom an

investiga~on

was being run.

We

had never established his contact with Chevalier.
MR. GRAY:

Just for the clarification of the record,
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Colonel Pash, am I correct in thinking that after receiving
Eltenton's name from Dr. Oppenheimer your jurisdictiom.l
limitations would have prevented your investigating Mr.
Eltenton,wlllatever your inclinations might have been?

Is that

correct?
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir •

And that this then became a function of

some other agency of government?

THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir.

Did you communicate with the other agency

of government what you learned?
TBE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

I did, sir, yes.

Dr. Evans.

DR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS:

JIR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

Colonel Pash, did you know Fuchs?
No, sir.
Did you know Greenglass?
No, sir.

That happened in

my

absence.

Having been connected with a couple of

institutions of leard.ing myself, not radiations laboratories,
of course, and not the high powered nuclear physics that was

going on here, I am surprised

-- .maybe I should not be --

at the number of Communists and fellow travelers gathered
together at one point in this Radiation Laboratory.

Did that

surprise you or is that just normal?
THE WITNESS:

No, sir, that was a surprise.

We did
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not expect it.
DR. EVANS:

It is a surprise to me.

I am still

concerned, and I don't understand these three men that Dr.
Oppenheimer mentioned, three contacts, is that correct?
THE

WITNESS:

DR. EVANS:

Yes, sir.
Did he mean there were three men

besides Chevalier \\ho had approached him, or these otlmr men
were approaching somebody else besides Dr. Oppenheimer?
THE WITNESS:

No, sir, this unknown professor

I

contacted these three men, which proved to be Chevalier later.
Be contacted Dr. Oppenheimer, and then

DR. EVANS:

he contacted three other men?

THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

Yes, sir.
Possibly to get information from them.

THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

Yes, sir
I just wanted that clear for the record.

Maybe everybody understood it, but I didn't.

You tried to find

out those other three men, didn't you?
THE

WITNESS:

Yes, sir, both from Dr. Oppenheimer

and through inveetlgative procedures.
DR. EVANS:

That is all.

MR. GRAY:

Mr. Silverman.

MR. SILVBRMAN:
MR. GRAY:

May •e take just a moment, sir?

Yes.

MR. SILVERMAN:

I have no further questions.
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Thank you very

MR. RCBB:

That is all.

llR. GRAY:

Thank you, Colonel Pash.

much.---~

(Witness excused.)
MR. RCBB:

For the record, I think counsel have

finally agreed upon the final definitive text of the Pash
interview.

MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. RCBB:

Yes, I understand they have.

I think that should be read into the

record when we get it typed up, and also I should like to
have the La.nsdale interview read into the record.

MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, we had previously

requested that it be read aloud.

We waived that in the interest

of getting along.
MR. SILVERMAN:

Why doesn't the stenographer just

copy it.
MR. ORA Y:

Yes, it will just be copied into the

record.
(Brief recess.)

MR. GRAY:
MR. BORDEN:
MR. GRAY:

Do you wish to testify under oath?
I would prefer to testify under oath.
Would you stand and raise your right hand.

Give your full name.

MR. BQWEN:

MR. GRAY:
the

My

name is William Ltscum Borden.

William Liscum Borden, do you swear that

testimony you are to give the Board shall be the truth,
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the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
MR. BORDEN:

I do.

Whereupon,
WILLIAM LISCUM BCIU>EN
was called as a witness , and having been first duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:
MR. GRAY:

Will you be seated, please.

It is 1111 duty, Mr.Borden, to remind you of the
existence of the so-called perjury statutes.

May I assume

you are familiar in general with them?
THE WITNESS:

MR. GRAY:

Yes.

Also I should like to request that if

in the course of your testimony it becomes necessary for you
to refer to or to disclose restricted data or classified
material you notify me in advance so that we •Y take necessary
security measures.
Finally, Mr. Borden, I should say that we treat
these proceedings as a confidential matter between the Atomic
Energy Commission, its officials and witnesses on the one hand,
and Dr. Oppenheimer and his representatives on the other.
The Commission is making no releases with respect to these
proceedings and on behalf of. the Board, I express the hope
that witnesses will take the same view of the situalion.
THE
suggestio~

·•

WITNESS:

You may count on me to observe that
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MR. GRAY:

Mr. Robb.

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. RCBB:

Q

Where do you live at present?

A

711 St. James Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

O

What is your present occupation?

A

I work for the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in

its Atomic Power Division.
Q

What is your position?

A

My title is assistantto the manager of the Westinghouse

Atomic Power Division.
Q

Bow long have you held tlBt position?

A

Since July 1, 1953.

o

What are your duties?

A

I assist the manager of the division in planning

and coordinating matters, serve as his alter ego as to certain
designated matters which he stipulates.
Q

Prior to your assuming that position, wlBt wasyour

position?
A

I was Executive Director of the Joint Committee

ai

Atomic Energy.
Q

Of the United States Congress?

A

That is correct.

Q

Bow long did you hold that position?

A

From the last days of January 1949 until about June 1,
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1953.
Q

Did you have a staff serving with you?

A

I

Q

How many people?

A

Approximately 19 or 20.

Q

In general what was the scope of your work?

A

It was the duty of the staff to collect facts

did.

concerning the atomic energy program, and to make recommendations to the Chairman and members of the committee.
Q

Prior to assmning those duties, what did you do?

A

I was legislative secretary to Senator Brian McMahon

for about six months.

I believe it was in the middle part of

1948 that I went to work for him.

Q

What is your educational background?

A

I bold an AB and LLB degree from Yale.

Q

What dates?

A

I got my AB in the spring of 1942, and my LLB in

September 1947.
Q

Where were you 1 n the interim?

A

I was a pilot in the Army Air Force for three

years during the war.
Q

Where?

A

I served with the 8th U. s. Air Force based in

England.
o

After you graduated from law school, you went where,
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with Sena tor McMahon?
A

No, I went to the Office al. Alien Property of

the Justice Department.
Q

As an attorney?

A

As an attorney, and I stayed there as I recall

from January of 1948 until mid 1948, when I went to work for
Senator McMahon.
Q

In your capacity as executive director of the staff

of the Joint Committee, did you gi'le consideration to the
matter of Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer?
A

I did, yes.

Q

\'lould you say yow gave much or little consideration

to Dr. Oppenheimer?
A

I waild say I gave increasing consideration over a

period pf years, Mr. Robb.

Q

By the way, I might ask you, Mr. Borden, you are

appearing today in response to a subpoena?
A

Thank you for giving me an opportunity of emphasizing

that a subpoena commanding me to appear here bas been served
on me, and I testl.fy under official compulsion.
Q

As a result of your study of the matter of Dr.

Oppenheimer, did you reach certain conclusions in your mind
with respect to him?
A

I did, yes.

Q

Did there come a time when you expressed those
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conclusions in a letter to Mr. J. Edgar Hoover of the
Federal Bureau d. Investigation?
A

That is correct.

Q

1'ihen was that?

A

The letter was dated November 7, 1953.

Q

Was that subsequent to the termination of your

connection with the Joint Committee?
A

That was, yes.

o

Prior to writing that letter, did you discuss the

writing of it with anybody connected with the Atomic Energy
Commission?
did not.

A

I

Q

Did you in that letter express your conclusions

with respect to Mr. J. Robert Oppenheimer?
A

I did.

~

Were those conclusions your own conclusions?

A

They are.

Q

Were they your honest conclusions arrived at after

great thought?
A

That is correct.

o

Are they still your conclusions?

A

They are.

~

Do you have a copy of your letter with you?

A

I have one in front of me.

Q

Would you be good enough to read it?
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A

This letter is dated November 7, 1953.

o

While our friends are looking at that, I might ask

you whether you know Dr. Oppenheimer personally?
A

I have met him on a few occasions.
May we proceed, Mr. Chairman?

MR. ROBB:

MR. SILVERMAN:
MR. GRAY:

One moment, please.

I would like to ask the cwnsel what the

purpose of delay is.

Be is simply going to read this.

MR. SILVERMAN:

Mr. Chairman, I can hardly conceive

that a letter, with due respect to Mr. Borden, by a gentleman
stating what he adds the evidence up to can be enormously helpful to the Board which bas itself heard the evidence.

There

are statements in this letter, at least one that I see,
which I don't think anybody would be very happy to have
go into td.s record, and under those circumstances, I would
like to look at it a minute longer.

There may be serious

question whether anybody will be helped by having this letter
in the record.
MR. GRAY:

I think you are now raising a question

that counsel cannot determine, Mr. Silverman.
MR. SILVERMAN:

e·

MR. GRAY:

Of course not, sir.

If you have any argument about it,

I shall be glad to have it.

If you wish to protest the

reading of the letter into the record, you are certainly at
liberty to do so.

I take it, however, that it is evident
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that Mr. Borden is before the committee, he states that this
letter is his own letter, he wrote it without consultation
with the Commission, that it represents the views he held in
November 1953, it represents the views he holds today, he is
the individual concerned, he is being confronted by Dr.
Oppenheimer and Oppenheimer's counseU and will be available
for cross examination.

In view of the fact that being here as

he is under subpoena, which has been made clear, pre,umably

this being his opinion, this is what he would testify to.
I simply don't see the objection to reading the letter.

If

I am wrong about that, I should be glad to hear it.
MR. SILVERMAN:

Mr. Cha:lrnan, much of the naterial

in this letter, or some of the material in this letter, at
least, is matter that has already been before the Board.
MR. GRAY:

Mr. Silvernan, you are not stggesting

that we should not hear from any witnesses who will testify
to the samematters previous· witnesses have testified to?
MR. SILVERMAN:

Let me say it this way.

The thing

that struck my eye at once is subdivision (e) on page 2.
That troU1'les me going into the record.

If you think it

will advance things to have it in, all right.
MR. GRAY:

I would like to take a moment to cons:llltr

that objection.
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, the third paragraph

on page 4, and some comparable material brings in accusations
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here that have not before been made in this record or even
indicated in the Commission's letter.
MR. GRAY:

You are referring to what?

MR. GARRISON:

To the third pragraph

OD

page 4,

and to the first clause on page 4, and also the last clause
on page 3.
MR. GRAY:

Mr. Garrison, is there any question in

your mind that if this is the view of the witas, he would
not so testify?
MR. GARRISON:
MR. GRAY:

I have no question about that.

I am puzzled by the objection to his

reading the letter he wrote in November 1953, which he states
now represents his present views as distinguished from giving
his present views at this time.

I am just honestly not clear

as to what tB objection is.
MR. GARRm>N:

It is simply my feeling, Mr.Chairman,

that if these represent his present view1J3, and the
Commission's counsel has brought him hereiX> testify to this
Board about accusations which are not in the Commission's
letter and are not even suggested in them, and have never
before been suggested in these proceedings, we now have a new
case which it seems to me either does not belong here or
should be included in the Commission's letter, either in the
first instance or by amendment.
MR. GRAY:

I think now you are making a point that
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the Board should examine, and specifically in that case you
refer to material on page 4, is ·that_ correct?

,..

.

MR. GADISON:

That is correct, and on the bottom

•'

of page 3., and the first sentence -at tbe top of page 2.
MR. GRAY:
are entitled

1m

I repeat

y~u

are Di.king, a point which ym

have constilered by the Board; that

was certainly

not clear to me from anything llr.Silver•n said earlier.
I would

tkere~ore

ask everyone to retire from the

room except the Board and counsel for the Board.
<A1i persons with the excettion of the Board and
counsel for the Board left the hearing room, and after a

·e

brief time re-entered the room.)
MR. GRAY:

In response to the objection raised by

counsel for Dr. Oppenheimer, I wwld have this to say m
behalf of the Board:
No. 1, the material which the Wtness was about to
read constitutes testimony by.the witness, and does not
becone a part of the later of notification from tbe General
Manager of .the Commission to Dr.• · Oppenh•i•r .-

I would remind

counsel. that ui:'der the regulations pursuant to which this
proceeding is oonducted the requb!tments are that this Board
makes specific findings with respect to the items in the
letter of notification.
I should also remind counsel that much of the
testimony here given has not necessarily reflected either
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items in the letter of the General Manager of The Dommission
to Dr. Oppenheimer,or Dr. Oppenheimer's reply to that letter.
With the eJrceptioo of the personal items referred to on page 2,
and I will have something to say to the witness about that,
the material as I understand it specifically referred to by
Mr. Garrison is stated as a conclusion of the author of the

letter.

Again I tale it that the witness would be permitted

to present his conclusion about matters which are before this
Board.

Witnesses have done so with constancy throughout this

proceeding.

Therefore, after consultation with the members

of the Board, the witness will be allowed to read this letter,
and all concerned will understand that this is a part of his

testimony which· is not necessarily accepted by the Commission,
does not become a part of the Commission's letter of
notification, nor are the conclusions drawn in the testimony
necessarily to be considered accepted by the Board.

It is the

corclusion of the witness, one of many whom we have had before
the Board, with respect to matters concerned in this
r>roceedir:.g.
MR. GARRISON:
MRo GRAY:

May I ask &he Chairman a question?

Yes, you certainly r:0ay.

MR. GARRISON:

Is it the opinion of the Board that

the matters which I identified by paragraph and page
DR. EVANS:
)

num~ers-

What page is that?

MR. GARRISON:

The passages to which I previously
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directed your attention. Is it the

opinion of the .Board

that those are matters into which inqd.iry should be directed'?
MR. GRAY:

These are .conclusions drawn by a witness

with respect to material I think all of which in one way or
another has been touched upon in testimony before the Board.
MRo GARRISON:

The conclusions that are here stated,

Mr. Chairman, that I referred to, refer to entirely new
topics so far as this proceeding and the letter is concerned
about which there has not been one breath in this record.

I

take it that the rule fran which Ian reading paragraph (j)
of section 4.15 is for the protection of the individual.
Being for the protection of the individual, it is not likely
to be disregarded, because the purpose
give full notice of the individual.

of this is to

If we are to be tried

here upon the subject matter of these ccmclusions, this is
something that belongs in the criminal courts and not here.
But if it must be heard here, then there should be notice of it.

M.a.

GRAY:

I '\t>uld say to counsel that it is not

my understanding from conversations with the Board that
testimony of thi=s witness is in any way going to broaden the
inquiry of the Board.
MR. GARRISON:

How can it avoid it, sir?

you should believe the witness?

Supposing

Here is a witness prcdJced

by counsel engaged by the Commission and delegated with the
responsibility by this Board of calling such witnesses as he

adc\.i~;a tinr~ ni:.1t

l\reamed of in this r-:;c'oceechng up to th.ls point,

a;.1d uot m<::intioned in the letter.

l think :.f anyt bing7

mo1•e of: a surprise and more cal lin~:
·~1'1

the

Sil7''ject

he

t:.me, if this is to

:matter of the i:.nquil·y 1 ! don't kn<e'\'.' Whi':!t it its.

l'IR. GRAY:
wl\lr~ther

i~or

,~ould

yo'l.l! kn•9W of

I should like to ai::;k ,, Mr. Garrison,
th.~:

MR. (iARRI SON:

existence C•f th:i.s letter't'
I

had heiu: ·cl ramors1 tha t Mr •

had w.ri ttcn a letter, yes, sir.

Ba~·

den

I mid no notion that this

k:lnd of mt.terial was in it.

MR. GRAY:

Th.is is a corwlusio:n of a w:t tn·E•Ss that

you are speaking to now.
MR, GAH.RI SON:
pi:n~mi t

topics.
lc:?ti;er

Yes, but I

take :Lt you a.re going to

the wit :ner;;s to a.ckh.?ca his e\/idence -.:1pon thes.a·
Otherw:i.se, thl3re is no po:l.nt of h:i.s read in.g the
unJ~;s

he :is going to testify abot1t :i. t.

l would suggest; Mr. Che.it. man, I cl on' t war11: to delay
the

proce~:sidi ing

~i:-otE"lct

---

ing the interests of t t-:e :i.ndividual

government and the ge:neral p\l blic.

concern~id,

the

So tb:n t; I. do not consider

this disc:J.ssion a matter of delay.
:MR. ROB'S:

Mr. Chairman, m:lght;

:r

suggest one: thing?

I assume that in the eve11t the witness should be a8kecil whether

or not upon the basis of the evidence

h~1

has cone id'E.'red thl3l. t

he considers Dr. Oppenheimer a secur:i.ty risk,

say that he did, and E1l10uld then be e.sked to

~md
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be should

his

ree.sons~

he might very well give the reastJns that he set. :forth in this
letter under conclusia:1s.

I can't see much dif f13rence.

l

think it would not be contended tl:m scope of the inquil.. y is
thereby broadened or would be thereby broadened.
MR. GARRISON!

Mr. Robb :ls :making a po:int of forn1

and not of substance, Mr. Claairnian.

We are her•3 put on

notice i:n advance -- this is the cnly way in wh:l,:::h it happens
to come v.ip -- that this witness proposes to make ac!cusations

of a new character not touched upon in the letter, and not
suggested before in these proceedings by anybody, even by
the most vigorous critics of Dr. Oppenhei.mer.

?im.
the x-ecord?

Mr. Chairman, might I say o:ne thing for

ROBB:

The1 witness wrote this letter on his ow:..1

init:i.ativ~~

::md his own responsibility, setting out certain matters of

evidence, I think all of which, if not all, certainly most
all of whibill, are mentioned in the letter· from General Nichols

This letter was to Mr. Hoov,er.

to Dir • Oppenheimer.

letter :i.s a pe.rt of the files before the Board.
an important letter.

The

It is, I think,

It seemed to the Commission, it seems

to us, that under those circumstances it was only fa:t.r to
Dr. Oppenheimer and his counsel that this witness should be

presented here, confronted by Dr. Oppenheimer, and his counsel,
subjected to cross

ex~.minatiaion

the matters set out in tliis

2M7

letter.
The conclusions drawn by this witness in his letter
are not allegations in the letter fran General Nichols to

Dr. Oppenheimer.

They will not be allegations in any possible

amendment of that letter.
of the witness alone.

The conclusions are the conclusions

They are conclusions which he has drawn

from the evidence just as other witnesses bn behalf of Dr.
Oppenheimer have drawn the conclusion that Dr. Oppenheimer is
not a security risk, but on the contrary is a man of great
honesty, integrity and patriotism.
I assmne that if the witness having written this

letter had concluded from the evidence set out by him that
Dr. Oppenheimer was not a security risk, that he was a splendid
American, a man of honor, that Mr. Aarrison would have no
objection to reading those conclusions.

It seems to me it

cuts both ways, Mr. Chairman.

MR. GARRISON:

May I ask how long the Commission

has had this letter in its file?

MR. ROBB:

I don't knav, Mr. Garrison.

Some time,

of course.
MR.. GARRISCfi:

Did it have it prior to the letter of

December 23, 1953?
MR. ROBB:

Mr. Garrison, I don't think I sllould be

subjected to cross examination by you, but I can say to you
that I am sure Mr. Hoover did not wait eight months to send it
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over to the Commission.
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Cbtrman, at the bottom af page 3,

it says, "From such evidence considered in detail the following
conclusions are justified."

You can call them conclusions

or allegations; it is all the same thing.
MR. GRAY:

This is simply the testimony of a witness.

MR. GARRISON:

This is the testimony of a witness

produced by the Commission's counsel to whom this task has been
delegated 11 on his own responsibil:i.ty b:r;inging in here to make
accusations of the kind that I don't think belong here.
MRo GRAY:

I will state to counsel for Dr. Oppenheimer

. that copies of this letter have been in the possession of the
Board along withall other material and have.been read by
members of this Board.

Mr. Borden's conclusions are therefore

known to the members of this Board.

The Board has certainly

made no suggestion to the Commission and the General Manager
of the Commission has not otherwise taken the initiative to
broaden the inquiry to include these stated conclusions of
the witness.

Ifyou prefer not to have Dr. Oppenheimer

confronted by a witness and cross examined by his counsel
with respect to material which you know is in the

p~x•tsession

of the Board, of course that would be your decision in what
you aonsider to be the best protection of the interests of
Dr. Oppenheimer.
I gather that is what you are saying, because you
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have been informed by the Chairman that a copy of tb:J.s
letter is in the possess.ion of the members of the Board.
That, again, if I need to repeat this, does not in any way
indicate that it is anything more than one part of material
consisting of a record which is to be thousands of pages long,
and various other data voluminous in nature which are before
this Board.

You may not assume that any of the conclusions

of any of the witnesses may necessarily be those of the Board.
As far as this Board is concerned -- I hope I may speak for
my colleagues -- I do not thiJlk we will insist on either
direct or cross examination of this witness.

The con!usion

which we had reached in the period during which you were
excused from the room was that we would proceed.

However, I

shall be glad to consult further wJ. th the members of the
Board to determine whether we shall proceed with the
introduction of this letter.
I take it that counsel would not object to direct
examination of this witness?

You are not objecting to the

witness?

MR. GARRISON:

No.

MR. GRAY:

Morgan has ,just observed to me that

Mr.

he felt that it was the fairest thing to

Dr~

Oppenheimer to

give him and his counsel the opportunity to examine the
witness with respect to this letter which was in the possession
of the Board.

He

doesn't insist that we proceed.

I have not
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· yet consulted Dr. Evans.
DR. EVANS:

That is all right with me.

MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Cbairnan, it is needless to say

that we would much rather have an opportunity to cross examine
if the Board considers that this topic is properly a part of
the case.

If the Board considers that it is, then let us

proceed with it.

I trust that in view of the circumstances

if it be your decision to proceed, that to the extent that we
need time here to prepare on this new kind of an allegation,
that we may have it.
MR. GRAY:

Yes.

(Discussion off the record.)
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, with respect to the

objection previously raised by Mr. Silverman, we withdraw
that objection and prefer that the letter in its entirety
be read, if we are to go ahead with it.
MR. GRAY:

All right, sir.

THE WITNESS:

This letter is elated November 7, 1943.

A copy went to the Joint CoDDDittee on Atomic Energy.

The

original went to Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director, Federal Bureau
of Investigation, Washington, D.

c.

"Dear Mr. Jloover:
''This letter concerns J. Robert Oppenheimer.
"As you know, be bas for some years enjoyed access
to various critical activities of the National Security Council,
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the Department of State, the Department of DefeDBe, the Army,
Navy, and Air Force, the Research and Development Board, the
Atomic Energy Commission, the Central Intelligence Agency,
the National Security Resources Board , am the National Science
Foundation.

His access covers most

~ew

weapons being

developed by the armed forces, war plans at lea.st in comprehensive outline, complete details as to atomic am hydrogen
weapons and stockpile data, the evidence on which some• of the
principal C.J:A intelligence estimates is based, United States
participation in the United Nations and NATO and many other
areas of high security sensitivity.
"Because ehe scope of bis access may well be unique,
because he has had custody of an immense collection of
classified paper,''-DR. EVANS:
THE

WITNESS:

Documents.

You said papers.

That is right.

Perhaps I should ·state

that the copy I have before me is one that I typed myself,
and it is possible that it does not conform.
~Because

the scope of his access may well be unique,

because he has had custody of an immense collection of
classified papers covering military, intelligence, and
diplomatic as well as atomic energy natters, and because he
also possesses a scientific background enabling him to grasp
the significance of classified data of a technical nature, it
seems reasonable to estimate that he is and for sone years
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has been in a position to compromise more vital and detailed
information affecting the national defense and security than
any other individual in the United States.
''While J. Robert Oppenheimer has not made

~¥\jor

contributions 1x>the advancement of science, he holds a respected
professional standing among the second rank of American
physicists.

In terms of his mastery of government affairs,

his close liaison with ranking officials, and his ability to
influence high-level thinking, he surely stands in the first
rank, not merely among scientists but among all those who have
shaped post-war decisions in the military, atomic energy,
intelligence, and diplomatic fields.

As chairman or as an

official or unofficial member of more than thirty-five
important government committees, panels, study groups, and
projects, he has oriented or dominated key policies involving
every p:incipal United States security department and agency
except the FBI.
''The purpose of this letter is to state my own
exhaustively considered opinion, based upon years of study,
of the available classified evidence, that more

prob-~bly

than

not J. Robert Oppenheimer is an agent of the Soviet Union.
''This opinion considers the following factors, among
others:
(a)

Be was contributing substantial monthly sums

to the Commuunist Party;
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"(b)

His ties wi1hCommunism bad survived the Nazi-

Soviet Pact and the soviet attack upon Finland;
''(c)

His wife and younger brother were Communists;

''(d)

He

"(d)

He had at least one Co1DD1Unist mistress;

"(f)

He

had no close friends except Communists;

belbnged only to Communist organizations,

apart from professional affiliations;
"(g)

The people whom he recruited into the early

wartime Berkeley atomic project were exclusively Communists:
"(h)

He

had been instru•ntal in securing recruits

for the Communist Party; and
"(:0

He

was in frequent contact with Soviet espionage

agents.
"2.
"(a)

Tm evidence indicating that

In May, 1942, he ei tber stopped cm trim Ung

funds to the Communist Party or else made his contributions
through a new channel not yet discovered;
''(b)

In April, 1942 his name was formally submitted

for security clearance;
"(c)

He himself was aware at the time that his

name had been so submitted; and
"(d)

He

thereafter repeatedly gave false information

to General Groves, the Manhattan District, and the FBI
concerd.ng the 1939-April, 1942 period.
"3.

The evidence indicating that
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"(a)

He

was responsible for employing a number of

Communists, some of them non-technical, at wartime Los Alamos;
''(b)

He

selected one such individual wo write the

official Los Alamos history;
"(c)

He

was a vigorous supporter of the H--bomb

program until August 6, 1945 (Hiroshima), on which day he
personally urged each senior individual working in this field
to desist; and
''(d)

Be

was an enthusiastic sponsor of the A-bomb

program until the war ended, when he immediately and outspokenly
advocated that the Los Alamos laboratory be disbanded.
''4.
"(a)

The evidence indicating that
He was remarkably instrumental in influencing

the military authorities and the Atomic Energy CoDDnission
essentially to suspend B-bomb development from mid-1946
through January 31, 1950.
"(b)

He has worked tirelessly, from January 31, 1950

onward, to retard the United States B-bomb program;
"(c)

He

has used his potent influence against every

post-war effort to expand capacity for producing A-bomb
material;
"(d)

He

bas used his potent influence against every

post-war effort directed at obtaining larger supplies of
uranium raw material; and
''(e)

He has used his potent influence against every
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major post-war

toward atomic power development, including

the nuclear-powered submarine and aircraft programs as well as
industrial power projects.
From such evidence, considered. in detail, the
following conclusions are justified:·
''l.

Between 1939 and mid-1942, more probably than

not, J. Robert Oppenheimer was a sufficiently hardened
Communist that he either volunteered espionage information to
the Soviets or complied with a request for such information.
(This includes the possibility that when be singled out the
weapons aspect of atomic development as his personal
specialty, he was acting under Soviet ins1Nctions.)
''2.

More probably than not, be bas since been

functioning as an espionage agent; and
"3.

More probably than not, he has since acted under

a Soviet directive in influencing United States military,
atomic energy, intel.igence, and diplomatic policy.
"It is to be noted that these conclusions correlate
with information furnished by Klaus Fuchs, indicating that the
Soviets had acquired an agent in Berkeley who informed them
about electromagnetic sepa:m.tion resem:sh dtring 1942 or earlier.
''?~eedless

to say, I appreciate the probabilities

identifiable from existing evidence might, witireview of future
acquired evidance, be reduced to possibilities; or they might
also be increased to certainties.

The central problem is not
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whether J. Robert Oppenheimer was ever a Communist; for the
existing evidence makes abundantly clear that he was.

e.

Even

an Atomic Energy Commission analysis prepared in early 1947
reflects this conclusion, although some of the most significant
derogatory data had yet bo become available.

The central

problem is assessing the degree of likelihood that he in fact
did what a Conaunist in his circumstances, at Berkeley,
would logically have done during the crucial 19:B-1942 period
that is, whether he became an actual espionage and policy
instrument of the Soviets.

Thu~,

as to this central problem,

my opinion is that, more probably than not, the worst is in
fact the truth.
"I am profoundly aware of the grave nature of these
comments.

The matter is detestable to me.

Having lived with

the Oppenheimer case for years, having studied and restudied
all data concerning him that your agency made available to
the Atomic Energy Commission through May, 1953, having
endeavored to factor in a mass of additional data assembled
from numerous other sources,and looking back upon the case
from a perspective in private life, I feel a duty simply to
state to the responsible head of the security agency most
concerned the conclusions which I have painfully crystalized
and which I believe any fair-minded man thoroughly familiar
with the evidence must also be driven to accept.
"The writing of this letter, to me a solemn step,

:la exclusively on my own personal initiative

f

·•very truly yours" signed "Willj
"William L. Borden."
MR. ROLANDER:

Mr. Chairman, I had cop ..

letter 1111.de, and Mr. Borden read fran the copies, and ...
think there is one error in the copy that he read.
where the letter says, ''This opinion considers

tm

That

be~,

following

factors among others (1) The ebidence indicating that as of
April of 1942" and then it proceeds.
MR. SILVERMAN:

Indicating that as of what date?

MR. ROI.ANDER: "This opinion considers the following
factors, ·among others:
"l.

The evidence indicating that as of April 1942

(a) •. ,

MR. GRAY:

Now, I should like to male a statement

with respect to this letter which I am authDrized to make by
tbe two other members of the Board which I think may ease Mr.
Garrison's problem as he has seen it in this discussion.
I would say to you tba t the Board has no evidence
before it that Dr. Oppenheimer volunteered espionage
infornation to the Soviets or complied with a request for
such information; that he has been functioning as an espionage
agent or that he has since acted under Soviet directive, Wl:h
one qualif ic&tion as to that latter point, which I am sure will
not surprise you.

That·is, there has been testimony by
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various witnesses as to whether members of the Communist Party,
as a matter of policy at the time of the war years or
entering into government or military service, complied with
policy or policy directions in that regard.

With respect to

that qualification, which I believe appears already in the
record, and which is certainly no surprise to Dr. Oppenheimer
and his counsel, I repeat that the members of the Board
feel tlBt they have no evidence before them with respect to
these matters which I have just recited.
I

repeat, therefore, that there are now before the

Board in the nature of conclusions of the witness, stated to
be his own conclusions on the basis of other material which
is set forth in some detail, and I believe practically all
of which bas been referred to without making a judgment
whether it has been established or not.
MR. Ram:

May I proceed?

MR. GRAY:

Yes.

BY MR. Ram:

Q

Air.. Bordon, may I ask you, sir, \tr' you waited

until you left the Joint Committee to write that letter?
A
of years.

Mr. Robb, this case has concerned me over a period
My concern bas increased as time passed.

Several

actions were taka with respect to it while I was working
for the afoint Committee.

It has consisted :im the preparation

of 400 questions raised on the case.

This was the final work

...
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that I performed before leaving the CoDBDittee.

I felt at

that time that I had not previously fully measured up to my
duty on this matter.

As of the time I left, the

preparation of those questions constituted for me the discharge
of the duty.

However, no position was taken in the fon ulation

of those questions, or at least if there was a position, it
was implicit only.
After I left, I took a month off and this natter
pressed on

my

mind.

The feeling grew upon me that I had not

fully discharged what was required of me in view of the fact
that I had not taken a position.
Accordingly, by

ap~roximately

mid-October, I had

crystalized my thinking to the point where I felt that this
step was necessary.

There is a letter which I have written

to the Joint Committee on this subject, if you wish me to
refer to it, or to read it to you.
Q

Is there anything, Mr. Borden, that you can now

add to what you have set out in this letter as your
conclusions?
A

I have no desire to add anything.

Q

I am not asking you that, sir.

Is there anything

that you feel that is appropriate for you to tell this Board
in addition to what you have set out in that letter?
A

I feel, Mr. Robb, that it is my obvious duty to

answer any questions that are asked me.

If I were to volunt.ee
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information, I think it' is obvious that I could talk over a
long period of ti me.
Q

I am not asking you to volunteer, but what I want

to know is, does that letter fully state your conclusions1
A

This letter reflects my conclusions as of now.

Q

Does it fully reflect your conclusions?

A

Yes.

Q

So there is nothing that you feel you should add to it?

A

That is correct.

Q

Let me see whether or not you feel any IBsi ta tion

Perhaps I misunderstood you.

about answering any questions that either have been or may be
put to you here, because of the presence of Dr. Oppenheimer
and his counsel.
A

I do not.

Q

The answer is no?

A

The answer is no.
MR. R<J3B:

I think tbatis all I care to ask. You

may cross examine.
MR. GRAY:

We will now take a recess until Monday at

2 o'clock for many reasons.

One is commitments identified with

this enterprise as to schedule.

Second, I think it is useful

if time is required for Mr. Garrison.

I would hope that my

statement that I made to the Board takes care of most of the
difficulties that we discussed.

im.

GARRISON:

Is it to be understood that the
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witness will be back here on Monday?
MR. GRAY:

•

is

The witness is under subpoena, and he

not happy to be here in the first

place. It is understood

that he will be.
We are now in recess until Monday at 2 o'clock.
(Thereupon at 4:30 p.m., a
Monday,

rece~s

May 3, 1954, at 2:00 o'clock

p.m.)

was taken until

